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MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF
THE REGENTS OF THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
October 10, 2000

The Regents ofthe University of New Mexico met on Tuesday, October 10, 2000, in the Roberts
Room of Scholes Hall. A copy ofthe public notice is on file in the Office ofthe President.
Regents Present:
Larry D. Willard, President
David Archuleta, Vice President
Jason Bousliman, Secretary/Treasurer
Jack L. Fortner
Judith C. Herrera
Mary A. Tang
Richard Toliver

.~.

Also Present:
Advisors to the Regents
Brian Colon, President, Graduate and Professional Student Association
John Geissman, President, Faculty Senate
Gary Golden, President, Alumni Association
Jennifer Liu, President, Associated Students ofUNM
Lawrence Lovell, President, Staff Council
UNM ProvostlVice President for Academic Affairs, Brian Foster, Members of the
Administration, the Media and Others
Absent:
William Gordon, President
Mary Poole, Chair, UNM Foundation

Regent President Larry D. Willard called the meeting to order at 1:05 p.m.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

Immediately following the open meeting on September 12, 2000, the Regents met in executive
session regarding pending/threatened litigation, pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(7) NMSA 1978,

and limited personnel matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(2) NMSA 1978. The executive
session was noticed. All Regents were present and hereby attest that the only matters discussed
in the executive session were pending/threatened litigation, and limited personnel matters.

•

ADOPTION OF AGENDA

Regent Fortner moved to adopt the agenda. Regent Tang seconded the motion. Voice vote was
taken and Board members unanimously approved. Motion carried.

PUBLIC INPUT

There was no public input.

APPROVAL OF SUMMARIZED MINUTES OF THE SEPTEMBER 12,2000 BOARD MEETING AND
SEPTEMBER 26, 2000 SPECIAL MEETING

Regent Tang moved for approval of the summarized minutes of the September 12, 2000 Board
meeting and September 26, 2000 Special Meeting. Regent Herrera seconded the motion.

•

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT - UNIVERSITY PROVOST/VICE PRESIDENT FOR ACADEMIC AFFAIRS
BRIAN FOSTER

Endowed Chair
Dr. Foster noted that President Gordon was in Spain involved in final details of a new UNM
chair position. On October 20, 2000, there will be a formal announcement of the Prince of
Asturias Endowed Chair in Science & Technology. It is being funded by Iberdrola, the largest
utility company in Spain. The Prince of Spain, Spain's Minister of Science & Technology,
representatives from Iberdrola, and US Ambassador to Spain Edward Romero, instrumental in
the successful negotiations for the endowed chair, will be present.
Research at UNM School of Medicine
Scientists in UNM School of Medicine's Infectious Disease & Inflammation Program have
announced their research breakthrough-development of the first test for the affects of the Sin
Nombre Hantavirus in living animals.
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Grant from Office for Advancement of Telehealth (US Dept. of Health & Human Services) ,
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The Health Sciences Center has received a one year grant of nearly $900,000 from the Office for
Advancement of Telehealth in the US Department of Health & Human Services for a
collaboration between UNM and the University of Hawaii, using advanced computing to deliver
problem-based medical school curricula to remote sites and work stations. Nained "Project
TOUCH," it stands for Telehealth Outreach for Unified Community Health.
Grant from NIH
. Undergraduate students in biological sciences will be the beneficiaries of a five y~ar, $1.1
million grant from the NIH (the Minority Access to Research Careers Program) designed" to
identify talented students interested in research and provide them with the training and
experience necessary to successfully enter graduate school.
Department of Linguistics Program
The Albuquerque Journal printed an article about the Department of Linguistics' Signed
Language Interpreting Program. The program has a new home in the Humanities building and
opened a state-of-the-art lab.
New Appointments

•

Joe Cecchi has been named Interim Dean of Engineering, effective November 1, 2000, while a
national search is in progress to fill the position on a permanent basis. Kathleen Sena has been
appointed as Registrar. Mary Vosevich has been named Physical Plant Director.
Santos Exhibit
The Santos Exhibit has recently opened in the Museo de America in Madrid. This exhibit is
composed of three exhibits, one created by UNM faculty and staff.

COMMENTS FROM REGENTS' ADVISORS

John Geissman, President - Faculty Senate
Dr. Geissman reported he went to the University of California Berkley, representing the
American Geophysical Union at a national conference for the teaching of evolution, sponsored
by the National Science Foundation. He also went to the University of Michigan and
participated on their alumni advisory board.

•

He noted that over 300 UNM faculty recently met to participate in a faculty forum [handout
distributed]. Faculty heard two UNM speakers and two speakers outside UNM discussing issues
of concern to the UNM faculty, followed by questions/comments. Commented on concerns
regarding the frustrations of a motivated faculty whose "hopes and aspirations cannot often be
met."
3
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Lawrence Lovell. President. Staff Council
No report.
Brian Colon. President. GPSA
Brian Colon, GPSA President reported that he participated in a recruitment effort UNM has
ongoing, during Senior Day. He commented on the outstanding job student Regent Jason
Bousliman has done. Colon reported that GPSA had forwarded three names, along with
ASUNM's three nominations, to the UNM President. As a member of the Student Union Board,
he wished to recognize Dr. Walt Miller, Director of the Student Union, for the good job he has
done in "turning the program around."
Jennifer Liu. President. ASUNM
Jennifer Liu, ASUNM President issued a handout regarding campus safety. She read from it:
"Be it resolved, that the Associated Students of the University of New Mexico wish to have the
student grievance procedure reevaluated concerning the timeliness and severity of sanctions in
violent crime instances, special focus devoted to sexual assaults, and that venues of education
instituted through the University curriculum be examined by the student safety action team and
the ASUNM Campus Safety Ad Hoc Committee." ASUNM is working on a survey to present to
the Board of Regents. Liu commented on campus construction projects and that a marketing
plan is being developed, focusing on maintaining students' positive outlook for UNM's future.
Also, she reported that ASUNM and the Lobby Committee are campaigning students on the GO
Bond and mill levy. Liu distributed a handout on a Taiwan national holiday--Double Tenth Day.

•

Gary Golden. President. Alumni Association
Gary Golden, Alumni Association President distributed a handout on Alumni Association
activities. Last month, much time was devoted to a successful homecoming. A highlight was
interactions with Heritage Club graduates of the Class of 1950. He reported that the Las Vegas
Chapter presented the Alumni Board with $5,000, noting that the' Association has been
promoting involvement in the endowed scholarships. The Alumni Association will match any
$5,000 to create a $10,000 endowed scholarship and that the donating chapter would award that
scholarship within their region. Golden noted that the Association is working on promoting the
mill levy and GO Bond.

REGENTS' COMMENTS
Regent Tang recognized and thanked Richard Riedy (who announced his retirement) for his
excellent service in providing support to the Regents and said that he will be greatly missed. All
Regents concurred. Regent Tang welcomed Patrice Martin, as Riedy's replacement.
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CONSENT AGENDA

Regent Fortner moved to approve the consent agenda. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
A. Surplus Property Disposition List Dated 09/20/00

The Finance and Facilities committee recommends approval to dispose of property as listed on
the surplus property list dated 9/20/00.
A copy of the list is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit A.
B. Appointments to UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff
The Health Sciences Center Clinical Operations Board recommends approval of the
appointments to the UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff.
A copy of the appointments is hereby made a part of these minutes as Exhibit B.

•

DISCUSSION ITEMS FOR ACTION

Approval of New Degree Program for Bachelor of Science in Environmental Science
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the new degree program. Regent Bousliman seconded
the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center Advisory Board Bylaws
Steve McKernan, CEO, University Hospital, presented. He announced the proposed bylaws for
the Rape Crisis Center. The bylaws have been presented to the Rape Crisis Center Advisory
Board and the Clinical Operations Board who voted in favor of endorsing the new bylaws to the
Regents. The Rape Crisis Center Advisory Board's function is to overview the activities of the
Center and to be engaged in community development to help funding activities for the Center.

•

Discussion followed. Regent Tang asked if there was a stated purpose of the Rape Crisis Center
and McKernan responded. The Center's history dates back to the 1960s where it was a
community-based organization and then became affiliated with the UNM Mental Health Center
to provide support to both female and male victims of rape, working with victims all the way
along the process to help them. This Center is the only one in the community and very involved
5
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in working with all the community hospitals, police department, district attorney's office, etc.
Regent Tang asked if we have formal agreements with, for instance, the police department.
McKernan responded there were no memorandums of understanding with the police department
or the DA but that this has been more of a grassroots effort, aligned with the Mental Health
Center, to help deal with the psychological trauma related to rape. Regent Toliver asked if there
, were any metrics on the effectiveness of the center. McKernan responded in the affirmative and
that the data would be made available to the Regents.

•

Regent Fortner moved for approval of the Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center Advisory Board
Bylaws. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
The Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center Advisory Board Bylaws are hereby made a part of these
minutes as Exhibit C.
Appointments to the Carrie Tingley Hospital Advisory Board
Steve McKernan, University Hospital CEO, referred to the resumes included in the agenda.
Kimberli Buckles is a parent (state statute requires that the Board have three parents of children
who are patients of Carrie Tingley Hospital (CTH)) and has been very involved in the
community and Carrie Tingley. She would be a good advocate for the programs at CTH. Dr.
Thomas Grace, an orthopaedic surgeon, who has served on the medical staff at UNM, has been
involved with patients at CTH and he would be a good advocate for the CTH programs. Robert
Levy, an Albuquerque attorney has been very involved in children's advocacy programs on a
local and statewide basis over a number of years and would be a good advocate for the program.
Mr. McKernan noted that all three people had expressed interest in serving on the CTH Board
and that their appointments would provide for a full board of nine members.

•

Discussion followed. Regent Bousliman noted his dismay at CTH's marketing items not
displaying their UNM connection and asked what plans CTH has to get the message out that they
. are connected to UNM. Mr. McKernan responded that the consolidation is complete and that
they have worked with the University, Judy Jones, and the Rick Johnson Agency. After the mill
levy election, plans are to begin a promotional campaign. Information on the campaign will be
presented to the Regents. Buttons supporting the mill levy were passed out.
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the appointments to the Carrie Tingley Hospital Advisory
Board. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
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Nomination of Prince of Asturias to Receive University Medal
Vice President for Institutional Advancement Judy Jones presented that the request before the
Board was to approve the awarding of the University Medal to the Crown Prince of Spain.
Prince Felipe is the heir to the Spanish throne and carries the title of the Prince of Asturias. The
awarding of the University Medal is at the discretion of the Board of Regents and has been
awarded five previous occasions. Discussions began about a year ago about the possibility of
awarding the University Medal to the Prince, not only for his worldwide humanitarian
accomplishments carried out through the Prince of Asturias Foundation but also that, since 1986,
he has been the honorary president of the Hispanic Culture Foundation. Jones noted that the
opening of the Hispanic Cultural Center would take place in a week. The Latin American and
Iberian Institute submitted the nomination that the medal be awarded to the Prince of Asturias,
the Executive Cabinet considered this and now it is being brought to the Regents for approval.
I

Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the awarding of the University Medal to the Prince of
Asturias. Regent Fortner seconded the motion. '
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Proposed Bylaw Changes for UNM Lobo Club

•

Vice President for Business and Finance Julie Weaks reported that the Finance and Facilities
Committee reviewed the recommendations extensively. She referred to Tab F in the agenda,
which shows a summary of the bylaw changes.
Regent Tang questioned why there were such huge changes and Weaks responded that it was a
basic issue of duplications in the Lobo Club bylaws and in the letter of agreement with the Lobo
Club. Regent Tang noted that it was important that UNM have an overall plan and collaboration
between fundraising efforts.
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the proposed bylaw changes for UNM Lobo Club. Regent
Archuleta seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
The proposed bylaw changes for UNM Lobo Club are hereby made a part of these minutes as
Exhibit D.
Architectural Selection for the Centennial Engineering Center

•

Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, presented on the requested approval to award the
commission for the Centennial Engineering Center to Van H. Gilbert & Associates. The plan,
when ultimately realized, will be a replacement facility for Wagner Hall, Tapy Hall and the
Engineering Annex. The facility will be about 100,000 SF and support the Departments of Civil
7

Engineering, Chemical & Nuclear Engineering, Computer Engineering and Computer Science.
The recommendation is based on a two-stage selection process in conformance with state
procurement regulations. The budget, for the planning only, is $200,000 and comes from New
Mexico State Severance Tax Bond proceeds. Ultimately, it will be in the neighborhood of about
$28 million in cost but will, being that large a project, be done in several phases. This year, the
request to the legislature is for $9 million for Phase I.

.•

Regent Bousliman moved for approval of the proposed architect selection for the Centennial
Engineering Center. Regent Toliver seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
Capital Project Approval for Child Care Center Phase II
Roger Lujan, Director of Facility Planning, presented. This project for consideration is for the
completion of the Child Care campus at UNM (called Phase II because, in 1992, Phase I was
constructed on site). Child Care occupies about three acres (aerial map referred to) on University
Blvd. In 1992, UNM committed to try to replace all those facilities, currently operating out of
used prefabricated modular buildings. They have long since reached their useful life. This
project proposes to build more suitable space for classrooms, a full commercial kitchen facility,
and support space required for the program as well as consolidating child care needs for this
center and Manzanita Center. All tolled, the facility would support about 220 new students and
will centralize and aggregate all of the early childhood development programs. The project
budget is $3.5 million and funded by UNM System Revenue Bond proceeds. Director of Child
Care Elena Aguirre was present to answer questions.

•

Discussion followed. Regent Fortner asked about the total number of students. Regent Tang
asked about Manzanita and Child Care Center and how they will work together. Lujan and
Aguirre responded that in addition to those two programs, it would also incorporate the services
of the nursing program. Negotiations are under way on whether each program would keep their
own identity and have common use areas. There will be a common use kitchen and classroom;
playgrounds will be combined. No decision has been made on whether to merge or not. Regent
Bousliman noted that there is a great need for child care at UNM and that we should reflect on
what services the University should provide, where we are in that mission, where it succeeds and
where it falls short for the students.
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the capital project for Child Care Center Phase II.
Regent Fortner seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
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Capital Project Approval for Law School Addition and Renovation
Roger Lujan, Director, Facility Planning, presented. In 1994 the UNM Law School was cited by
the Accreditation Division of the American Bar Association for inadequacies of space relative to
teaching programs in the library collections area, computer labs and student and clinical law
services which threatened certification of the law school program. Law school administration
embarked on an ambitious program to find legislative support for expansion of the building and
renovation of 100,000 SF of existing building. The project is a 34,000 SF addition to the
southwest comer of the law school. In addition to teaching spaces, seminar rooms and
classrooms, there is dedicated space for the Institute for Public Law and space for student
organizations and faculty offices. The 100,000 SF space in the existing building will get attention
on heating/cooling conditioning and wiring systems. The project funded is $11.3 million.
Almost $6 million will come from state sources, a combination of GO Bond proceeds, severance
tax bond proceeds, general fund appropriations and $4 million from New Mexico Finance
Authority bond proceeds. The $5 million balance is intended to come from private donations.
Dean of the Law School Robert Desiderio added that the building will comply with ADA
requirements. Regent Tang asked about whether or not it would be possible to use the basement
for classrooms. The answer was that the basement will be used as headquarters for the audiovisual center, copying center, storage and mechanical.
Regent Herrera moved for approval of the proposed capital project for the law school addition
and renovation. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion.

•

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
UNM Utilities Infrastructure Renewal Projects CLobo Energy)
Vice President for Business and Finance Julie Weaks presented. She reminded the Board of the
presentation for Lobo Energy business plan at the last Regents' meeting and that this is the next
step in the Lobo Energy Plan--approval of all construction projects related to the Lobo Energy
renewals. These are the utility infrastructure renewal projects, about $54.4 million. Once these
projects are approved, we will approach the Commission on Higher Education and the State
Board of Finance. Next month a bond resolution related to the financing for these projects will
be brought to the Board of Regents and then plans are to advance the approval of the projects as
well as the bond resolution to the Commission on Higher Education and to the State Board of
Finance. Jeff Easton, CEO of Lobo Energy, presented an overview [handouts distributed]
summarizing the entire updated business plan. He gave a review of the objecti:ves regarding the
utility components, replacement of obsolete equipment and plans to insure we have enough
capacity installed to serve the campus for 20 years. Also, plans are to implement conservation
programs and use the savings to offset borrowing money through bonds.

•

Discussion followed. Regent Toliver asked how frequently Lobo Energy plans to come back and
present to the Board on the project's progress and if there was a risk management plan in place.
Easton answered that the Regents would be updated quarterly and that the project management
portion of risk management has not been developed in detail but that the risk management group
is aware of the project and is part of the analysis presented. Regent Toliver noted that it would
9

be beneficial to have a presentation on the risk management plan. Regent Tang inquired about
where work will begin and Mr. Easton responded.

•

Regent Tang moved for approval of the proposed utilities infrastructure renewal project. Regent
Herrera seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken. Regents Tang, Herrera, Willard, Fortner, and Toliver voted in favor.
Regents Bousliman and Archuleta were briefly out of the room and did not vote.
Motion carried 5-0.
The UNM Utilities Infrastructure Renewal Projects are hereby made a part of these minutes as
Exhibit E.
Purchase of Sandia Foundation Properties on Lomas Blvd.
Vice President for Business and Finance Julie Weaks presented on the purchase of properties,
from Sandia Foundation, along the south side of Lomas Blvd. Director of Real Estate Kim
Murphy presented on the first phase of acquisition of Sandia Foundation properties, important to
UNM in order to control development, generate income, and to provide long-term expansion for
50-100 years. UNM has built up a reserve in the Regents' Endowment so that those funds will
be used to acquire these properties. The proposal seeks approval for the purchase of three
properties; a fourth property is separate because UNM is acquiring both the Sandia Foundations'
interest in the land as well as the leasehold interest of Presbyterian Healthcare [noted properties
on a site map.] The purchase price totals (including the Stagnone purchase and a health care
facility) $4.3 million. The remaining projects include the Malloy car dealership, Galles
dealership and the Ford Leasing property that UNM is currently subleasing. These total about
$4.8 million. Those will be presented to the Finance & Facilities Subcommittee as well as to the
full Board of Regents when environmental investigations have been completed.

•

Discussion followed. Regent Willard noted that Sandia Foundation ownership, UNM and
Dickinson College are the recipients of what transpires. Currently 90% of the income is
distributed equally between the two universities and 10% goes to local charity. To control what
happens to this land is important and critical to UNM's future. Regent Tang asked for
clarification that it meant commercial as well as educational purposes. Kim Murphy responded
·-that the campus master plan had not dealt with the area until 1998 when UNM began to look at
the area including Sandia Foundation properties. Studies at the time indicated that this property
was well situated for commercial development but this does not preclude institutional uses of
those properties. Regent Tang questioned what would happen once the two-year Big I
construction is completed. Roger Lujan responded that Lomas Blvd. would continue to be the
principal corridor connecting downtown to uptown. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. will be the
principal and identified exit to the campus. Regent Bousliman asked about plans for signage at
the comer of University Blvd. and Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. Blvd. Lujan responded that
signage at that comer will be increasingly important.
Regent Fortner moved for approval of the purchase of Sandia Foundation properties on Lomas
Blvd. Regent Herrera seconded the motion.
10
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Voice vote was taken. Regents Tang, Bousliman, Willard, Herrera, and Fortner voted in favor.
Regents Archuleta and Toliver were briefly out ofthe room and did not vote.
Motion carried 5-0.
Purchase of 1025 Medical Arts. NE (Presbyterian Healthcare)
Director of Real Estate Kim Murphy presented on approval of the purchase of a medical clinic,
, immediately adjacent to the Stagnone Bldg. Presbyterian Healthcare has a leasehold interest in
the land and is the owner of the improvements. This property will be put to use by moving a unit
of the UNM Hospital to this location for significant rental savings. The purchase price of the
land is $384,000; interest in the improvements is $160,000. The clinic at this location would be
7,700 SF.
Regent Herrera moved for approval of the purchase. Regent Fortner seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.
LegislatiYe Funding Priorities

•

•

Vice President for Business and Finance Julie Weaks and Curt Porter, Budget Director,
presented. Ms. Weaks distributed a revised legislative funding requirement and recapped what
proposals had been brought to the Board in prior months. The final component of UNM's
legislative funding requirement package was presented. Weaks noted that the Council of
University Presidents has been discussing joint legislative priorities and that the chief business
officers for the two- and four-year schools have been working on the formula task force for
posing any revisions to the funding formula. HSC has been working on its Instruction & General
priorities. Weaks addressed the focus on putting together comparisons of faculty and staff
salaries and achieving parity with peer institutions and with market groups for faculty and staff
salaries over a period of five years, market projections and what UNM would need to do .. She
recapped legislative decisions on compensation in recent years as related to UNM's efforts to
reach pure parity. Calculations indicate that it would require a 7% increase in each of the next
three years, assuming that peers' salaries move at the rate proj ected. This proposal has been
generated statewide by all of the two- and four-year presidents and chief business officers. This
has been recommended by those groups and has been reviewed by groups of faculty and staff,
UNM Planning Council, Finance & Facilities Committee. She spoke to a statewide proposal for
formula changes or "fixes" regarding the dilemma that the legislative appropriation base for
salaries is different than the real salary-base at UNM. The proposed formula "fixes" would get
UNM's base much more in synch with the legislative base (endorsed by the four-year presidents
and the formula task force).
Curt Porter gave an overview and details of proposal as detailed in agenda documentation. He
noted a couple of things different about the list from prior years; two conceptual changes to the
priority list. He said the second priority, after compensation, should include nothing but formula
workload and that no discretionary "wish list" requests should be in that second priority. And
11

that prioriti<:::s two and three should contain nothing but requests that enhance the Instruction &
General portion of the budget.

•

Discussion followed. Regent Bousliman commented on student concerns on tuition increases;
emphasized importance of students to use their vote in upcoming elections. Regent Willard
interjected regarding Lobo Energy's locking in a savings through efficiency of new equipment to
pay for itself no matter what level those utilities go to. Regent Toliver asked about clarification
of Porter's presentation regarding the $1 million savings and whether we actually saved or if we
. had replaced it with something else thus reducing the program. Mr. Porter answered that nothing
has been cut out.
Regent Archuleta moved for approval of the legislative funding priorities.
seconded the motion.

Regent Toliver '

Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

Resolution Endorsing the 2000 Capital Projects General Obligation Bond
Regent Toliver moved for approval of the resolution. Regent Archuleta seconded the motion .
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
, The resolution endorsing the 2000 Capital Projects General Obligation Bond is hereby made a
part of these minutes as Exhibit F.

••

ADJOURNMENT OF OPEN MEETING

Regent Archuleta moved to adjourn the open meeting and go into executive session. Regent
Tang seconded the motion.
Voice vote was taken and Board members unanimously approved.
Motion carried.

EXECUTIVE SESSION

Immediately following the open meeting, the Regents met in executive session regarding
pending/threatened litigation pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(7) NMSA and limited personnel

12
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matters, pursuant to Section 10-15-1-H.(2) NMSA 1978. The executive session was noticed .

The meeting adjourned at 2:55 p.m.

APPROVED:

AITEST:

•
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EXHIBIT A

Form B

UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO

•

TO:

UNM BOARD OF REGENTS

FROM:

FINANCE AND FACILITIES COMMITTEE

SUBJECT:

DISPOSITION OF SURPLUS PROPERTY ON LIST DATED 9/20/2000

RELATIVE TO REGENTS' POLICY #: 7.9

Business and Financial Matters:
Property Management

For presentation at the Board of Regents on October 10,2000.

REQUESTED ACTION:
Recommend to the Board ofRegents approval to dispose ofthe property listed on the Surplus Property
Disposition List Dated 912012000.
BACKGROUND INFORMATION:
Please see the enclosed discussion. Staffwill be present to brief the Board

•
CONTINGENT UPON APPROVAL BY THE BOARD OF REGENTS' FINANCE AND FACILITIES
COMMITTEE: OCTOBER 2, 2000.

Approved for submission:

•

William C. Gordon
President

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
MATERIEL MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENTS

•

Surplus Property / Postal Services
Records Management Center
Fuel Management / Recycling
1128 University Blvd. N.E.
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87131-3061

To:
From:
Date:
SUbj:

Julie Weaks, Interim Vice President for Business and Finance
Bruce Cherrin, Director, Purchasing and Materiel Management
Il../t..
September 20, 2000
Surplus Property List dated 09/20100 'J'lJ1l..or

Attached, please find two copies of our most recent list of surplus property items, which
require Board of Regents approval for disposal.
Your assistance in placing this list on the next meeting agenda is appreciated.

Thank you.

•

•

Xc: Bill Britton
Vince Trollinger
APS
TVI

•

•

•

Surplus Property Department
Disposition Approval ,List
09/20/2000

(INMu)

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

73910

SOM-BIO-MED COMM

WA VEFORM MONITOR

TEKTRONIX

528

B-040878

1970

$1,150.00

Beyond Repairs

105346

COLLEGE OF NURSING MICROSCOPE TRINOCULAR

AO-SCIENT

N/A

MI040

1976

$1,399.00

Obsolete

124121

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

AMPLIFIER

AMERICAN INSTRU

BI17681

MAI6968910

1978

$2,470.00

Beyond Repairs

124122

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

OSCILLOSCOPE

AMERICAN INSTRU

N/A

B026022

1978

$2,470.00

Beyond Repairs

141847

SOM-BIO-MED COMM

VCR

MAG MEDIA

NV-9300A

60124

1981

$1,656.00

Beyond Repairs

148446

EARTH & PLANETARY PHOTOMULTIPLIER

KEITHLEY

N/A

N/A

1982

$1,102.00

Beyond Repairs

154958

NEW MEXICO UNION

DISHWASHER

STERO

N/A

35956-3-82

1982

$6,034.00

Beyond Repairs

155776

ELECTRICAL & COMP

GENERATOR PLUSE

TEKTRONIX

PG508

B045117

1983

$1,823.00

Beyond Repairs

158272

SOM-BIO-MED COMM

SYNCHRONIZER FRAME

HARRIS

630

6054

1981

$25,988.00

Beyond Repairs

159477

ELECTRICAL & COMP

MICROPROCESSOR

SYNERTEK

N/A

10774538

1981

$1,500.00

Obsolete

159478

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COMPUTER SYSTEM

SYNERTEK

N/A

006TR

1981

$1,500.00

Beyond Repai ..

159479

ELECTRICAL & COMP

MICROPROCESSOR

SYNERTEK

N/A

3265

1981

$1,805.00

Beyond Repai ..

159480

ELECTRICAL & COMP

MICROPROCESSOR

SYNERTEK

N/A

10774537

1981

$1.805.00

Beyond Repairs

160077

SOM-BIO-MED COMM

GENERATOR CHARACTER

CHYRON

YPI

262

1983

$4,015.00

Beyond Repai ..

161108

ELECTRICAL & COMP

MICRO PROGRAMMER

CSA

CSR6800

AOOI075

1983

$1,076.00

Beyond Repairs

162591

SOM-BIO-MED COMM

VECTORSCOPE

TEKTRONIX

1420

B057045

1981

$2,475.00

Beyond Repai ..

164491

HSC-LIBRAR Y

VIDEO PLA YER

lYC

CP-55500

09810986

1984

$2,460.00·

Beyond Repairs

164492

HSC-LIBRARY

YIDEO PLA YER

lYC

CP-55500

11811096

1984

$2,460.00

Beyond Repai ..

165674

NEW MEXICO UNION

GARBAGE DISPOSAL

SALVAJOR

750

MD750

1984

$1.980.00

Beyond Repairs
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529C034

1986

$29,168.00

Beyond Repairs

N/A

0515700

1980

$3,300.00

Beyond Repairs

TEKTRONIX

N/A

B256287

1986

$2,295.00

Beyond Repairs

LASER WAND

INTERMEC

IMI620

92805

1987

$1,395.00

Beyond Repairs

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COMPUTER DATA TERM INA

DIGITAL

VT240

AB616008U5

1987

$1,114.00

Beyond Repairs

176760

ELECTRICAL & COMP

TERMINAL

DIGITAL

VT240

AB61600AS3

1987

$1,114.00

Beyond Repairs

176773

ELECTRICAL & COMP

TERMINAL

DIGITAL

VT240

AB616009L9

1987

$1,114.00

Beyond Repairs

177070

ENGLISH

ZEINTH CPU

ZENITH

ZFI71

618ED0730

1987

$1,140.00

Beyond Repairs

177495

SOM-MOL GENETICS/

PRINTER

BECKMAN

N/A

05000385

1987

$1,011.00

Beyond Repairs

177552

SPANISH COLONIAL R CPU

ZENITH

ZF-158-42

634CF0383

1987

$1,114.00

Beyond Repairs

179212

COMPUTING CENTER! XEROX COpy MACHINE

XEROX

N/A

K02-328998

1987

$2,651.00

Beyond Repairs

182390

CIVIL ENGINEERING

MINOLTA

MV-120S

70605591

1988

$1,927.00

Beyond Repairs

182971

SOM-ASST DEAN-UNO PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33440A

2803J03642

1988

$1,646.00

Beyond Repairs

183537

COLLEGE OF PHARMA CPU HARD DRIVE

WINCHESTER

9133H

2621A44837

1987

$2,720.00

Beyond Repairs

183538

SOM-MEDICINE

HEWLETT PACKAR

300

2718AI0071

1987

$9,720.00

Beyond Repairs

184282

SOM-ASST DEAN-UNO PRINTER

HEWLETTPACKAR

33440A

2803J45662

1989

$1,671.00

Beyond Repairs

184571

COLLEGE OF PHARMA CPU ZENITH

ZENITH

ZDH 1217

817CD0067

1989

$1,525.00

Beyond Repairs

184572

ELDER HOSTEL

LASER JET

HEWLETT PACKAR

33440A

2814J07001

1989

$1,610.00

Obsolete

184613

ECONOMICS

ZENITH CPU

ZENITH

ZCF 2326 EY

824CEOOO037

1988

$2,317.00

Beyond Repairs

186387

SOM-PA THOLOGY

PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33440A

2845174635

1989

$1,691.00

Beyond Repairs

186958

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

MICROCPTR

SUN

511

927H0143

1989

$3,000.00

Beyond Repairs

187021

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COMPUTER PRINTER

APPLE

M6000

CA851T23

1990

$2,989.00

Beyond Repairs

187055

. SOM-MEDICAL INVES

FAX MACHINE

HYBRID

9010/9011

900387

1989

$1,141.00

Beyond Repairs

UNM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Descri ption

Manufacturer

171620

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

MICROPROCESSOR

SUN

173624

LAW SCHOOL

113M MAG CARD

IBM

174500

ELECTRICAL & COMP

AMPLIFIER

176600

ELECTRICAL & COMP

176758
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•

•

•

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

. 55SX

23 1012527

1989

$3,322.00

Beyond Repairs

SUN

511

827H0175

1989

$3.000.00

Beyond Repairs

CPU HARD DISK

DIGITAL

RZ55FA

A00220133S

1990

$2.506.00

Ueyond Repairs

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COMPUTER HARD DISK

DIGITAL

RZ55FA

AB02200Z18

1990

$2,506.00

Ueyond Repairs

187562

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU HARD DISK

DIGITAL

RZ55FA

AB00807Z92

1990

$2,506.00

Beyond Repairs

187568

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COMPUTER HARD DISK

DIGITAL

RZ55FA

AB030039FI

1990

$2,506.00

Beyond Repairs

187829

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU HARD DISK

DIGITAL

RZ55FA

AB94203E23

1990

$1,876.00

Beyond Rep.irs

188137

ECONOMICS

CPU

NORTHGATE

286

HGE5CXPT

1990

$2;128.00

Beyond Rep.i"

188573

SOM·MEDICINE

IBM PERSONEL SYSTEM

IBM

50

237317906

1990

$2.449.00

Beyond Repairs

188594

SURPLUS PROPERTY·

CPU COMPUTER

COMPUTER MGMT

XT·8088

N/A

1990

$880.00

Beyond Repairs

188712

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU

AT&T

6386

5656905

1990

$5,680.00

Beyond Repairs

188718

ELECTRICAL & COMP

MONITOR

GE

3DF1699

B475041

1990

$1,188.00

Beyond Repairs

188724

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COPIER

SHARP

SF7300

20541

1990

$1,068.00

Beyond Repairs

189122

ECONOMICS

CPU

NORTHGATE

286·12

65903

1990

$2,128.00

Beyond Repairs

189182

ATHLETICS

BODYMASTER EXCERISE M

BODYMASTERS

LEG PRESS

N/A

1990

$1,795.00

Obsolete

189183

ATHLETICS

LAP PULL DOWN EXCERISE

BODYMASTERS

LATPULL

N/A

1990

$1,795.00

Obsolete

189184

ATHLETICS

LEG EXTENSION EXCERISE

BODYMASTERS

LEG EXTENSION

N/A

1990

$2,195.00

Obsolete

189630

SOM·ASST DEAN·UND VIDEO PLAYER

PIONEER

LD·V8000

JH3904400

1990

$1,904.00

Beyond Repairs

189672

HSC·L1BRARY

PIONEER LASER VISION PLA

PIONEER

LD-V8000

JG390399V

1990

$1,904.00

Beyond Rep.i"

190383

ART MUSEUM

CPU

APPLE

2CX

FOl27YOM5615

1990

$2.983.00

Beyond Repairs

190912

ATHLETICS

STEAMER

CLEVELAND

6CEMI8

WC I 00 1890EO I

1991

$5,860.00

Beyond Repairs

191521

LAW SCHOOL

LAPTOP COMPUTER

TANDY

253505

39915355

1991

$1,599.00

Beyond Rep.i"

191601

ELECTRICAL & COMP

GATEWAY 2000 COMPUTER

GATEWA Y 2000

38633

584629

1993

$1,735.00

Beyond Repai"

UNM ID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

187222

SOM·MEDICAL INVES

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

187545

ELECTRICAL & COMP

MICROCPTR

187557

COMPUTER SCIENCE

187559
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191608

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

38633

584620

1993

$1,735.00

Beyond Repairs

192961

COLLEGE OF NURSING COPIER

ALBUQUERQUE DU

2316ZD

27010188

1991

$3,495.00

Beyond Repairs

192992

ELECTRICAL & COMP

PRINTER

SEIKO

CH5504

14156260

1992

$5,949.00

Beyond Repairs

193551

CIVIL ENGINEERING

PRINTER

APPLE

M6000

04875V%M6000

1991

$2,983.00

Beyond Repairs

193596

COMPUTING CENTER! LASER lET PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33449A

3046145070

1992

$2,058.00

Beyond Repairs

194633

SOM-COMPUTER SER

CPU COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

KEEN2530

091605584

1992

$3,712.00

Beyond Repairs

194889

ECONOMICS

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

386SX

107EC009330

1992

$1,702.00

Beyond Repairs

194989

ENGLISH

FAX

CANON

FAX270

6211623

1992

$1,173.00

Beyond Repairs

195428

ECONOMICS

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

ZMF248X4

107EC009345

1992

$1,653.00

Beyond Repairs

195429

ECONOMICS

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

ZMF248X4

107EC009292

1992

$1,653.00

Beyond Repairs

195436

ECONOMICS

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

ZMF248X4

107EC00932I

1992

$1,653.00

Beyond Repairs

195446

ECONOMICS

CPU COMPUTER

ZENITH

ZMF248X4

105EE008511

1992

$1,770.00

Beyond Repairs

195447

ART & ART HISTORY

ZENITH CPU

ZENITH

ZMF248X4

105EE008267

1992

$1.770.00

Beyond Repairs

195535

ENGLISH

CPU

APPLE

M5921LLA

F12075ZHC81

1993

$4,776.00

Beyond Repairs

195540

ENGLISH

CPU

APPLE

M5921LLA

FI2075Z2C81

1993

$4,776.00

Beyond Repairs

195545

ENGLISH

MONITOR

APPLE

MI044LLA

SI20309LD07

1993

$1,055.00

Beyond Repairs

195549

ENGLISH

MONITOR

APPLE

MI044LLA

SI20309GD07

1993

$1.055.00

Beyond Repairs

196724

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU SYSTEM

SUN MICROSYSTEM SPARC C2

1341'3342

1992

$10,447.00

Beyond Repairs.

196901

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU SYSTEM

SUN

GDMI662B

148F2344

1992

$11,156.00

Beyond Repairs

197037

COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL

NCD

NCD 17CRP6TWK

0792K005567

1993

$3,321.00

Beyond Repairs

197304

ECONOMICS

CPU

NORTHGATE

486/33 ELEGANCE 233612

1993

$6,530.00 . Beyond Repairs

197340

SOM-DEAN'S OFFICE

CPU COMPUTER

IBM

8555T81

N/A

1992

$2,744.00

Beyond Repairs

197345

SOM-COMPUTER SER

PRINTER

APPLE

M2000

CA0383AF

1992

$1,580.00

Beyond Repairs
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197373

SOM-MOL GENETICS/

MAC 700 CPU

APPLE

M5920'

F 12077R5C83

1992

$4,779.00

Beyond Repairs

197374

SOM-MOL GENETICS/

LASER WRITER

APPLE

M6000

CAI46YRF

1992

$2,375.00

Beyond Repairs

197584

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU SYSTEM

INTEL

2BI

TOOO13882

1993

$4.760.00

Beyond Repairs

197592

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU

INTEL

2BI

TOOOl4498

1993

$4.760.00

Beyond Repairs

197598

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU

INTEL

2BI

TOOO13901

1993

$5,408.00

Beyond Repairs

198282

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COLOR MONITOR

MAMBA

GDMI962B

365111201

1993

$3.021.00

Beyond Repairs

198416

SOM-DEAN'S OFFICE

LASER JET PRINTER

HEWLETT PACKAR

33449A

3207A90184

1993

$1,497.00

Beyond Repairs

198591

COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL

NCD

NCD 17CRP6TWK

0792K005527

1993

$3,321.00

Beyond Repairs

198775

ELDER HOSTEL

COMPUTERS GALO

38625

N/A

1993

$1,919.00

Beyond Repairs

199320

STUDENT GOVERNME MIT A COPIER

MITA

DCI415

LR62234

1993

$1,595.00

Beyond Repairs

199451

ECONOMICS

CPU

THOR

386DX

NONE

1993

$1,692.00

Beyond Repairs

199452

ECONOMICS

CPU

THOR

N/A

JJK386DX34C

1993

$1,467.00

Beyond Repairs

199583

SOM-PS YCHIA TR Y

PRINTER

NEC

95

292548872

1993

$1,523.00

Obsolele

199958

COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL

NCD

NCDI9C

0693KI25101

1994

$7,194.00

Beyond Repairs

200261

SOM-BIOCHEM. & MO

APPLE

M5728LLA

FI232AAW716

1993

$2,436.00

Beyond Repairs

200272

MATHEMATICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310336T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repair.

200273

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310303T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200274

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310338T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200276

MA THEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310318T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200278

MA THEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310309T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200278

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310309T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200280

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310325T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200281

ELECTRICAL & COMP

COMPUTER

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310308T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs
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MATHEMA TICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310332T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200291

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310320T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200295

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310333T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200296

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310304T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200297

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310316T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200301

MATHEMATICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310307T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200302

MA THEMATICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310299T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200303

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310329T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200306

MATHEMA TICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT3331

2400310302T

1993

$2,008.00

Beyond Repairs

200313

MA THEMATICS & ST A CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310326T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200315

MA THEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310296T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

200656

COMPUTER SCIENCE

NCO

19R

30234520204

1993

$1,796.00

Beyond Repairs

200672

SOM-EPICCfNM TUMO MAC 81230 COMPUTER

APPLE

CENTRIS650

FI3187TKCA2

1993

$3,354.00

Beyond Repairs

200707

SOM-CANCER RESEAR MAC CPU

APPLE

M5718LL

FI2447S4

1993

$2,540.00

Beyond Repairs

200996

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CPU

VISTA

486DX50

009137

1993

$2,756.00

Beyond Repairs

201182

PHYSICS & ASTRONO

APPLE COMPUTER

APPLE

M1254

LC33435DV A3

1994

$1,356.00

Beyond Repairs

201228

ELECTRICAL & COMP

VAX STATION

DIGITAL

VS46KAB

AB31200SLB

1993

$14,070.00

Beyond Repairs

201254

SOM-EPICCfNM TUMO MAC 16" COLOR DISPLAY

APPLE

MI044LL

S43090PSD07

1993

$1,055.00

Beyond Repairs

201357

ART & ART HISTORY

GATEWAY 2000

4DX33

1258954

1993

$1,545.00

Beyond Repairs

201382

EDUC-COLLEGE OF ED NEC POWER 433

NEC

PMI2302001

2ZI0856UB

1993

$2,545.00

Obsolete

201944

COMPUTING CENTERJ CPU COMPUTER

NCO

17MCP6TWKD

05930103525

1994

$2,479.00

Beyond Repairs

201945

COMPUTING CENTERJ CPU COMPUTER

NCO

17MCP6TWKD

05930103514

1994

$2,479.00

Beyond Repairs

201954

ART & ART HISTORY

APPLE

MI44

F2334JZJCN7

1994

$1,480.00

Beyond Repairs

UNM /D

Dept. Turning In Equip

200282
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201964

ART MUSEUM

ZENITH CPU

ZENITH

UBP003500

3HSARL009546

1994

$1,562.00

Beyond Repairs

201967

ART MUSEUM

ZENITH CPU

ZENITH

UBP003500

3HSARL009549

1994

$1,562.00

Beyond Repairs

201975

ART & ART HISTORY

ZENITH CPU

ZENITH

UBP003500

3HSARL009539

1994

$1,562.00

Beyond Repairs

202012

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CPU

NCD

19RPSTWKD

0293L115584

1994

$1,681.00

Beyond Repair:5

202022

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CPU

NCD

19RP5TWKD

0293L115586

1994

$1,681.00

Beyond Repairs

202023

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CPU

NCD

19RPSTWKD

0293L115671

1994

$1,681.00

Beyond Repairs

202035

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

NCD

17MCP6TWKD

03930100098

1994

$2,479.00

Beyond Repairs

202036

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU COMPUTER

NCD

17MCP6TWKD

03930001992

1994

$2,479.00

Beyond Repair]

202040

COMPUTING CENTER! CPU

NCD

17MCP6TWKD

03930002201

1994

$2,479.00

Beyond Repairs

202050

COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL

NCD

17MCP6TWKD

05930103512

1994

$2,479.00

Beyond Repairs

202060

COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL

NCD

17MCP6TWKD

04930101829

1994

$2,479.00

Beyond Repairs

202473

ART MUSEUM

ZENITH

4BP003400

3CSARKOO 13 89

1993

$2,686.00

Beyond Repair>

202821

MA THEMA TICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310324T

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

202822

MA THEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

240031030lT

1993

$1,788.00

Beyond Repairs

202950

GALLUP BRANCH

CPU

NCR

3300

23874988

1993

$19,275.00

Beyond Repairs

203609

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COLOR MONITOR

APPLE

MI044LLA

543140TAD07

1994

$1,055.00

Beyond Repairs

203609

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COLOR MONITOR

APPLE

M1044LLA

543140TAD07

1994

$1,055.00

Beyond Repairs

203610

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU SYSTEM

APPLE

MI27966A

FC338ENWCA2

1994

$2,490.00

Beyond Repairs

203690

EDUC-INDIVIDUAL,FA IBM CPU

IBM

6382FOO

23K6896

1993

$1,913.00

Beyond Repair>

203809

ATHLETICS

PULL OVER EXCERISE MAC

BODYMASTERS

PULLOVER

933081

1994

$2,895.00

Obsolete

203810

ATHLETICS

LATERAL FL Y EXCERISE M

BODYMASTERS

LATERAL

933080

1994

$2,295.00

Obsolete

203811

ATHLETICS

INCLINE BENCH PRESS WEIG BODYMASTERS

CHESTPRESS

933079

1994

$2,425.00

Obsolete

203822

ATHLETICS

HAMMER SEA TED CALF WEI HAMMER

SEATED

CALF RAISE

1994

$1,035.00

Obsolete
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CPU COMPUTER

ReasonDeleted

lINM

•

•

•
Depl. Turning In Equip

I>escription

Serial

Year

Acquo Cost

203823

ATHLETICS

HAMMER SEATED SHRUG W HAMMER

0276

1994

$1,023.00

Obsolete

203826

ATHLETICS

HAMMER LEG EXTENSION W HAMMER

A

0198

1994

$1,694.00

Obsolete

203843

ATHLETICS

LEG PRESS WEIGHT MACHIN SAMSON

WHITE

UNIHIPSLED

1994

$2,095.00

Obsolete

204117

SOM-RADIOLOGY

PC COMPUTER

COMPAQ

A972D

9246HCZ41965

1994

$4,178.00

Beyond Repairs

204232

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU

UNKNOWN/OTHER

SB486DX50

N/A

1994

$2,733.00

Beyond Repairs

204250

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CPU COMPUTER

APPLE

MI279LLA

FI316DWBCA2

1~94

$4,006.00

Beyond Repairs

204262

CIVIL ENGINEERING

VISTA CPU

VISTA

48666

009580

1994

$1,999.00

Beyond Repairs

204263

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CPU

VISTA

48666

009562

1994

$1,999.00

Beyond Repairs

204265

CIVIL ENGINEERING

TERMINAL

SUN

30FGXI6

N/A

1993

$2,340.00

Beyond Repairs

204965

SOM-EPICCINM TUMO MAC 16" COLOR DISPLAY

APPLE

MlO44LL

S43060B2oo7.

1994

$1,055.00

Beyond Repairs

204968

SOM-EPICCINM TUMO MAC 16" COLOR DISPLAY

APPLE

MI044LL

S430608ND07

1994

$1,055.00

Beyond Repairs

205106

SOM-FAMIL Y & COM

APPLE

MI044LLA

S43140T8DOT

1994

$1,055.00

Beyond Repairs

205463

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

DTK COMPUTER

FEAT333I

2400310327T

1993

$2,198.00

Beyond Repairs

205491

ELECTRICAL & COMP

CPU

METRO COMPUTER 486SX33

N/A

1994

$1,598.00

Beyond Repairs

205613

MUSIC

CPU

VISTA

486SX25

009364

1994

$1,499.00

Beyond Repairs

205629

SOM-ASST DEAN-UND COLOR MONITOR

APPLE

MI298

S431318UD07

1994

$1,055.00

Beyond Repairs

205764

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COLOR MONITOR

SILICON GRAPHICS

GDMI7E11

2005877

1994

$1,885.00

Beyond Repairs

205774

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU

SILICON GRAPHICS

CMB007Y75

08006907EE6B

1994

$24,663.00

Beyond Repairs

205848

EARTH & PLANETARY PRINTER

TEKTRONIX

PHASER200I

JP3C25E

1994

$5,322.00

Beyond Repairs

205958

ART & ART HISTOR Y

UTRONCPU

UTRON

486DX33

30261404

1994

$1.719.00

Beyond Repairs

206839

ART MUSEUM

CPU

GA TEWA Y 2000

4DX233

2253792

1994

$1,689.00

Obsolete

207290

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CPU

SUN

SPARCSTATION 5 439EI315

1993

$4,957.00

Beyond Repair.

207503

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COLOR MONITOR

SILICON GRAPHICS

GDM20DJI

1994

$1,141.00

Beyond Repair.

II)
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COLOR MONITOR

Manufacturer

Model
. ASHRUG

2022205

Reason Deleted

•

•

•

Serial

Year

Acqu. Cost

SILICON GRAPHICS· GDMiOD II

2022205

1994

$1,141.00

Beyond Repairs

COLLEGE OF FINE ART MONITOR

APPLE

M2391

FC4281712Q4

1994

$3,323.00

Beyond Repairs

207853

MUSIC

CPU

APPLE

QUADRA630

XC4412C531Y

1995

$1,875.00

Beyond Repairs

208173

CIVIL ENGINEERING

SUN SPARC STATION 5

SUN

600-3410

439E1315

1995

$4,907.00

Beyond Repairs

209355

SOM-PATHOLOGY

GATEWAY P4D-66

GATEWAY 2000

P4D66

2184140

1994

$2,493.00

Beyond Repairs

209660

HSC-R1SK MANAGEME CPU GATEW AY

GATEWA Y 2000

NEW TOWER

2849469

1995

$2,624.00

Beyond Repairs

209689

COLLEGE OF NURSING MONITOR BLOOD PRESSURE IBS

SD700A

5519

1994

$2,160.00

Obsole ..

210692

SOM-PATHOLOGY

GATEWA Y 2000

4DX250

3005725

1995

$1.730.00

Beyond Repairs

210983

COLLEGE OF PHARMA SCRIBER

ZEOS

AMBRA 486DX2/6

1995

$1,686.00

Obsolete

210991

COLLEGE OF PHARMA SCRIBER

ZEOS

AMBRA

91419510

1996

$1,968.00

Beyond Repairs

212775

MATHEMATICS & STA TERMINAL

HOS

BAV270083001

0501024950

199 5

$1,465.00

Beyond Repairs

212777

MATHEMATICS & STA TERMINAL

HOS

BA V27008300 I

0501024951

1995

$1,465.00

Beyond Repairs

212779

MA THEMA TICS & STA TERMINAL

HDS

BAV270083001

050102495149

1995

$1,465.00

Beyond Repairs

213222

PPO-ENGINEERING

PRINTER

NEC

LC350

2560829F9210

1994

$1,028.00

Beyond Repairs

213246

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU TAPE BACKUP

NATIONAL PERIPHE CONNER

PAB24992

1995

$1,209.00

Beyond Repairs

213255

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU TAPE BACKUP

NATIONAL PERIPHE CONNER

PAB24942

1995

$1,209.00

Beyond Repairs

213256

PPO-ENGINEERING

CPU

NONE

1994

$2,108.00

Beyond Repairs

213514

PPO-ENGINEERING

CPU

METRO COMPUTER 4860X266

SELFKlT

1995

$2,235.00

Beyond Repairs

214205

COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL

NCO

MCX

06940121558

1996

$1,737.00

Beyond Repairs

214206

COMPUTING CENTER! TERMINAL

NCO

MCX

06940121574

1996

$1,737.00

Beyond Repairs

214307

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

MICRON

M54L1MTP90

4357220001

1996

$3,261.00

Beyond Repairs

214307

MATHEMATICS & STA CPU

MICRON'

M54LIMTP90

4357220001

1996

$3,261.00

Beyond Repairs

214379

PHYSICS & ASTRONO

APPLE

M0360

FI0433BUC52

1996

$4,289.00

Beyond Repairs

UNMID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

207503

COMPUTER SCIENCE

MONITOR

207526
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GATEWAY 4DXZ-50

APPLE COMPUTER

-UTRON

Model

486DX250

ReasonDeleted

•

•

•
UNMID

Dept. Turning In Equip

Description

Manufacturer

Model

Serial

Year

Aequ. Cost

214398

PHYSICS & ASTRONO

APPLE COLOR MONITOR

APPLE

M5650

F93 703 EMS615

1996

$4,257.00

Beyond Repairs

214630

PARKING SERVICES

PROCESSOR

GATEWA Y 2000

P590

3125288

1995

$2,550.00

Beyond Repairs

214865

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU

APPLE

710080

FC5120F344H

1995

$2,805.00

Beyond Repairs

214867

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU

APPLE

710080

FC510lGH44H

1995

$2,805.00

Beyond Repairs

214868

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COLOR MONITOR

APPLE

MI823

S45130521XY

1995

$1,784.00

Beyond Repairs

214870

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU HARD DISK

CONNER

NP 13JFDIWILDCA

1023460000

1996

$1,140.00

Beyond Repairs

214870

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU TAPE BACKUP

CONNER

NPI3JFDIWILDCA

1023460000

1996

$1,140.00

Beyond.Repairs

214871

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU HARD DISK

SEAGATE

NPI3JFDIWILDCA K4397914

1996

$1,818.00

Beyond Repairs

214875

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU HARD DISK

SEAGATE

NPI3JFD

1013324000

1996

$1,571.00

Beyond Repairs

214897

PUBLIC AFFAJRS

MONITOR GATEWAY

GATEWAY 2000

P5120

4205889

1996

$2,690.00

Beyond Repairs

214984

SOM-MEDICAL INVES

ZENITH DATA STATION

ZENITH

486DX

5 KSDJAOO 1755

1996

$1,581.00

Beyond Repairs

217031

SOM-PSYCHIATRY

CPU

APPLE

PERFORMA6116C

50537685S425

1996

$1,657.00

Beyond Repairs

217062

SOM-PEDIATRICS

CPU COMPUTER

GATEWAY 2000

P590

9547462

1996

$2,406.00

Beyond Repairs

217276

CIVIL ENGINEERING

CPU

UTRON

PENTIUM

N/A

1996

$4,000.00

Beyond Repairs

218373

CENTER FOR HIGH TE

CPU COMPUTER

VYTRANCORP

FFSIOOO

01503

1996

$45,613.00

219356

ELDER HOSTEL

POWER PC

APPLE

PERFORMA6116

S0539A71425

1996

$1,699.00

Beyond Repairs

219621

ATHLETICS

EXCERISE MACHINE

REFLEX FITNESS PR HYPERMACHINE

P758444

1996

$2,219.00

Obsolece

220862

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COLOR MONITOR

NET EXPRESS

NOKlA445X

9603041643

1996

$1,953.00

Beyond Repairs

220863

COMPUTER SCIENCE

COLOR MONITOR

NET EXPRESS

NOKlA445X

9603041605

1996

$1,953.00

Beyond Repairs

221068

HSC-L1BRAR Y

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

P5133

5292492

1996

$1,540.00

Obsolece

221534

SOM-EPICCINM TUMO COMPUTER POWER MAC

APPLE

5400/120

TY6365UA8L3

1997

$2,088.00

Beyond Repairs

221760

LAW SCHOOL

CPU COMPUTER

VISTA

PI50

012859

1997

$1,897.00

Beyond Repairs

221760

LAW SCHOOL

CPU COMPUTER

VISTA

PI50

012859

1997

$1,897.00

Beyond Repairs
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•

•
UNMID
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Year

Acqu. Cost

221980

SOM-DEAN'S OFFICE

CPU COMPUTER

UMAX

S900L

90N26A632003

1997

$4,833.00

Beyond Repairs

222188

MATHEMATICS & STA TERMINAL

HUMAN DESIGNED

BAN270083001

D6 I 0046645

1997

$1.941.00

Beyond Repairs

222189

MATHEMATICS & STA TERMINAL

HUMAN DESIGNED

BAN270083001

D610047031

1997

$1,941.00

Beyond Repairs

222565

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

GATEWA Y 2000

P5-120

6262615

1997

$1.604.00

Beyond Repairs

224781

EDUC-COLLEGE OF ED ZENITH DATA SYSTEM

ZENITH

UBP003300

3MSARJOl4123

1997

$1.562.00

Obsolete

225211

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU

NET EXPRESS

PI66

N/A

1997

$3,142.00

Beyond Repairs

225212

COMPUTER SCIENCE

CPU PRINTER

TEKTRONIX

PHASER550

J41NJB6

1997

$8.765.00

Beyond Repairs

225939

HSC-LIBRARY

CPU

GATEWA Y 2000

P5166

6501707

1997

$2.275.00

Obsolete

225945

HSC-LIBRARY

CPU

GATEWAY 2000

P5166

6501713

1997

$2,275.00

Obsolc[c

226104

LAW SCHOOL

CPU COMPUTER

VISTA

PI50

013458

1997

$1,512.00

Beyond Repairs

226703

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

MITSUBA

K6200

971359

1998

$1,550.00

Beyond Repairs

226709

SURPLUS PROPERTY-

CPU COMPUTER

MITSUBA

K6200

971365

1998

$1.550.00

Beyond Repairs

227493

COLLEGE OF PHARMA CPU

SILICON HEIGHTS

PI20

NONE

1997

$4.180.00

Beyond Repairs

228782

MAUl SUPERCOMPUTI SAW ROCKWELL

LIEBERT

CABINET

PR31809

1996

$12.561.00

Beyond Repairs

229133

COLLEGE OF NURSING CPU

PC RESCUE

P200

IUTC74001148

1998

$2.275.00

Obsolete

229373

ART & ART HISTORY

CPU

LONEWOLF

P200

775918-A

1998

$1.130.00

Obsolete

229588

COLLEGE OF NURSING BIOFEEDBACK EQUIPMENT

BIOGRAPH

SA7008

AD1706

1998

$4.607.00

Obsolete

229909

COLLEGE OF NURSING CPU

PC RESCUE

PENTIUM II 233

ISAL74227216

1998 .

$2.905.00

Obsolete

230124

COMPUTER SCIENCE

INSIGHT

QUANTUM 20/40G CX731MI887

1998

$2.695.00

Beyond Repairs

230322

COLLEGE OF NURSING CENTRIFUGE

FISHER SCIENTIFIC

BENCH 1201240

24382850

1998

$6.041.00

Obsolete

231103

SOM·PSYCHIATRY

PC MAGIC

PI66MMX

N/A

1998

$1.966.00

Beyond Repairs

232244

COLLEGE OF NURSING CPU

PC RESCUE

PII266

IMSE81605549

1998

$3.353.00

Obsolete

233215

COMPUTER SCIENCE

DCG

533 ALPHA

2G81100322

1999

$3.319.00

Beyond Repairs
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CPU

CPU

ReasonDeleted

•
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•
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Description
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235397

PUBLIC AFFAIRS

HARDDRIVE

GATEWAY 2000

GP6300

10621813

1999

$1,317.00

Beyond Repairs

238337

COLLEGE OF NURSING CPU

PC RESCUE

PENT JlI450

N/A

2000

$1,894.00

Obsolele

240607

COLLEGE OF NURSING CPU

ASUS

AMD K-7600 MHZ

1410

2000

$2,380.00

Obsolel'

Count of Items to Auction
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EXHIBITB

FORMB

THE UNIVERSITY OF NEW MEXICO
HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER

~

TO:

UNM BOARD OF REGENTS

FROM:

HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL OPERATIONS BOARD

SUBJECT:

Recommendation to the Board of Regents to approve appointments to
UNM Health Sciences Center Medical Staff

For presentation at the Board of Regents' meeting on October 10,2000.

APPLICABLE REGENTS POllCY:
J

RPM 2.13.2

REQUESTED ACTION: Approval of the appointments to the UNM Health Sciences
Center Medical Staff.

•

PERMANENT Reappointments 2000/2001:
REAPPOINTMENTS:
ANESTHESIOLOGY
Stephen Abram, MD
Nabil Ali, MD
Janet K. Brierley, MD
Ruth Burstrom, MD
Niels N. Chapman, MD
Margaret Charsley, MD
Christopher Gallagher, MD

Francisco Jaime, MD
Frederick Keen, MD
Elliott Marcus, MD
Hugh B. Martin, MD
Gordon Minton, MD
Jan Pankey, MD
Joyce Phillips, MD
Jeffrey Rubin, DO
Robert Rudawsky, MD
Joseph Skibba, MD
David Wilks, MD

~

FAMILY & COMMUNITY MEDICINE
Daniel Derksen, MD
Lani Desaulniers, MD
Olga Eaton, MD

1

•

•

•

Margaret Finley, MD
Dennis Jackson, MD
REAPPOINTMENTS (CONT.):
FAMIL Y & COMMUNITY MEDICINE
Valerie Leggott, MD
Charles North, MD
Brian Solan, MD
Jaye Swoboda, MD
Angelo Tomedi, MD
Francis Torres, MD
Berthold Umland, MD
Kathryn Williams, MD
Kenneth Yamamoto, MD
INTERNAL MEDIONE
Gowthami Arepally, MD
Arthur Bankhurst, MD
Peter Barnett, MD
Amanda Beck, MD
Peggy Beeley, MD
Patrick Boyle, MD
Mark Burge, MD
Helen Busby, MD
Christopher Cadman, MD
Ellen Cosgrove, MD
David Coultas, MD
Dana Davis, MD
Terry W. Duclos, MD
Laurence Elias, MD
Walter Forman, MD
Dana Fotieo, MD
David Garcia, MD
Michelle Harkins, MD
Frederick Hashimoto, MD
Carla Herman, MD
Irwin Hoffinan, MD
Lourdes Irizarry, MD
David James, MD
Jennifer Jernigan, MD
Judith Kitzes, MD
Janice Knoefel, MD
William Knospe, MD
Frederick Koster, MD
John K. Leach, MD
Robert Leverence, MD
Howard Levy, MD
Clifford R. Lyons, MD
Douglas Mapel, MD
Denis McCarthy, MD
Gregory Mertz, MD
Larry Osborn, MD
2

•

•

Ivan Pinon, MD
Suzanne Pinon, MD
Marion Puerzer, MD
Tahir Qaseem, MD
Ian Rabinowitz, MD
REAPPOINTMENTS (CONT.):
INTERNAL MEDICINE
Venna Raizada, MD
Bryan Reynolds, MD
Richard Rubin, MD
David Schade, MD
Mark Schuyler, MD
Wilmer Sibbitt, MD
Anne Simpson, MD
Robert Strickland, MD
Elaine Thomas, MD
Elizabeth Toman, MD
SarahM. Vernon, MD
NEUROLOGY
John Adair, MD
Ruth Ann Atkinson, MD
Douglas Barrett, MD
David Gorman, MD
Glenn Graham, MD
Leslie A. Morrison, MD
. Stephen Thompson, MD
Jennifer Vickers, MD
ORTHOPAEDICS
George Orner, MD
Dennis Rivero, MD
Steven Wrege, DPM
PATHOLOGY
Marie Boyd, MD
Michael Crossey, MD
Charles Foucar, MD
Mary Foucar, MD
Janet Griego, MD
Provisional to Permanent Appointments:
ANESTHESIOLOGY
Will Ferguson, MD

•

FAMIL Y & COMMUNITY MEDICINE
Margaret Finley, MD
Samuel Hostetter, MD
Lawrence Leeman, MD
Nipa Shah, MD

3

Francis Torres, MD

•

MEDICINE

Shahzad Ahmad, MD
Michelle Harkins, MD
Jennifer Jernigan, MD
Susan Kellie, MD
Suzanne Pinon, MD
Provisional to Permanent Appointments (CONT.):
MEDICINE

Kristin Schmitz-Fiorentino, MD
NEUROLOGY

Janice Maldonado, MD
PATHOLOGY

Peter Appenzeller, MD
Kendall Crookston, MD
John Osterloh, MD
Omar Yousef, MD
PEDIATRICS

Suman Malempati, MD

•

PSYCHIATRY

Judith Arroyo, PhD

PERMANENT APPOINTMENTS:
FAMILY & COMMUNITY MEDICINE

Barbara Bath, MD - Active
Keith Dickerson, MD - Active
Laura Saavedra, MD - Active
NEUROLOGY

Mary Johnson, MD - Active
ORTHOPAEDICS

Rick Gehlert, MD - Active
Richard Schwend, MD - Active
PEDIATRICS

•

Libuse Hardekopf, MD - Active
Benjamin Hoffinan, MD - Active
Pamela Hutt, MD - Active
Courtney Johnson, MD - Active
Daid Maahs, MD - Active
Javier Tapia, MD - Active
Kristi Watterberg, MD - Active

PENDING APPROVAL BY THE HEALTH SCIENCES CENTER CLINICAL
4

OPERATIONS BOARD: October 6, 2000.

•

RECOMMENDED FOR APPROVAL:

William C. Gordon, Ph.D.
President, University of New Mexico

•

•
5

•

•

•

EXHIBITC

•

ALBUQUERQUE RAPE CRISIS CENTER
BYLAWS OF THE ADVISORY BOARD

PREAl)fBLE

The Albuquerque Rape Crisis Center (the "Center") is a program of University of New
Mexico Hospital ("VNMH"), a clinical facility of the University of New Mexico Health Sciences
"-

Center ("HSC''). Under the terms of a lease agreement (the "Lease Agreement") with an effective
date of July 1, 1999, between the Board of County Commissioners of the County of Bemalillo for
operation by the Regents of the University of New Mexico (the "Regents"), ofUNMH and the UNM
Mental Health Center, and pursuant to Regent's Policy 2.13, the Regents operate all the clinical
facilities of the HSC (the "HSC Clinical Facilities") as an integrated healthcare delivery system. The
.HSC Clinical Facilities include UNMH and all other hospitals and outpatient clinical facilities
•

operated by the HSC. The Lease Agreement and Regents' Policy 2.13 provide for delegation of
certain powers by the Regents to an HSC Clinical Operations Board. The powers delegated to the
HSC Clinical Operations Board include, among other powers, (i) coordination with and oversight of
any advisory/advocacy boards of the HSC Clinical Facilities for other than research and education
purposes, (ii) establishment of reporting mechanisms between those advisory/advocacy boards and .
the HSC Clinical Operations Board, and (iii) review and approval of the bylaws of those
advisory/advocacy boards and submission of the bylaws oJ those advisory/advocacy boards to the
Regents for review and approval in accordance with the Regents' policy.
The Advisory Board hereby adopts these Bylaws of the Advisory Board, consistent with
applicable Regents' policies, subject to approval by the HSC Clinical Operations Board and the
Regents, and effective on the date of approval of these Bylaws by the Regents .

•

•

ARTICLE ONE·

NAl'1E

The name of this body is the Albuquerque Rape Crisis Advisory Board (the "Advisory
Board").

ARTICLE TWO
PURPOSE AND AUTHORITY

"

Section 1. Authority. The Advisory Board is authorized to govern itself in accordance with

reasonable Bylaws to be adopted by the Advisory Board, and approved by the HSC Clinical
Operations Board and the Regents, and will have all powers reasonably necessary to carry out its
express responsibilities. The Advisory Board is authorized to solicit and accept cash and other gifts
only for the benefit of the Center, payable only to UNM, UNMH, the Center, or the UNM
Foundation, and all such gifts or donations will be deposited to UNM, UNMH, orUNM Foundation
•

bank or other fund accounts for the benefit of the Center, in accordance with applicable UNM or
UNM Foundation policies and procedures. All solicitation of gifts for the benefit of the Center
conducted by the Advisory Board or personnel of the Center will be in coordination with responsible
officials of UNM, UNMH, and the UNM Foundation, and in compliance with applicable UNM,
UNMH, and UNM Foundation policies regarding solicitation of gifts. Consistent with constitutional
and statutory responsibilities of the Regents, the right is reserved unto the Regents to consider and
determine, if in the exercise of sound discretion it is deemed necessary, any matter relating to the
Center.
Section 2. Purpose. The primary purposes of the Advisory Board are to:

a.

Provide recommendations to the HSC Clinical Operations Board, UNMH,

and the Center on matters affecting the Center, including, but not limited to, management areas such

•

as personnel, financial management, strategic planning, operational goals and objectives, public
affarrs, and organizational philosophy;
2

•

b.

Promote effective communication between the Center and the community;

c.

Conduct fund-raising activities for the Center. .

and

Section 3. Conflict of Interest. No member of the Advisory Board will use her or his

position on the Advisory Board for the purpose of obtaining undue advantage for the Advisory Board
member or for any person or organization in or With which the Advisory Board member is interested
'-..

or associated. Advisory Board members will exercise their best judgment for and on behalf of the
Center, to the exclusion of any personal interest.
Section 4. Reports to HSC Clinical Operations Board. Representatives of the Advisory

Board designated by the President will make reports to the HSC Clinical Operations Board at least
semi-annually regarding matters of concern to the Advisory Board within its scope of responsibility.
In addition, the Advisory Board will provide minutes of its meetings to the HSC Clinical Operations

•

Board.
ARTICLE THREE
MEMBERSHIP AND APPOINTMENTS
Section 1. Elections. The Advisory Board is composed of thirteen (13) members. To the

extent possible, the Advisory Board membership will reflect the community served by the Center.
All members of· the Advisory Board are appointed, and may be removed, by the HSC Clinical
Operations Board with cause or as provided in Section 4 of this Article, after consultation with the
President of the Advisory Board.
Advisory Board members will be appointed for staggered terms of three years or less, and
will be appointed in such a manner that the terms of not more than three members expire on January
31 of each year. Advisory Board members who have served one full three-year term may be

•

reappointed for not more than one additional consecutive three-year term. Each member of the
Advisory Board will serve until her or his successor is duly appointed and qualified. Vacancies on
3

:

•

the Advisory Board will be filled by appointment by the HSC Clinical Operations Board. Nominees
may be recommended by the Advisory Board or by the Clinical Operations Board with reasonable
prior notice to the Advisory Board. A person appointed to fill a vacancy on the Advisory Board will
serve for the remainder of the term of the Advisory Board member whose position has become
vacant until her or his successor is duly appointed.

Section 2. Ex Officio Members. The Executive Director of the Center and the HSC
,

Associate Vice President for Clinical Operations will serve as ex· officio members of the Advisory
Board without vote.

Section 3.

Honorary or Advisory Members.

Honorary or advisory members of the

Advisory Board may be appointed by affirmative approval of a maj ority of a quorum of the Advisory
Board present at a regular meeting, and will serve without vote for a term to be determined by the

•

Advisory Board.

Section 4. Meetings. The Advisory Board will meet at least quarterly at the time and place
established by the Advisory Board for its regular meetings. The regularly scheduled meeting time
and place may be changed by vote of the Advisory Board at the preceding meeting. An agenda will
be prepared and provided to members prior to each meeting. Special meetings may be called by the
President or two other officers of the Advisory Board, or at the request of a majority of the Advisory
Board members then in office, upon written notice of the time, date, place and purpose of the
meeting, provided to Advisory Board members at least-_three business days in advance of the
meeting. The Advisory Board will conduct its meetings open to the public except with regard to
pending litigation, personnel, strategic planning or similar matters of a confidential nature.

Section 5. Attendance and Removal. Advisory Board members are expected to attend
regularly all meetings of the Advisory Board and of their respective assigned committees. If an

•

Advisory Board member has three consecutive unexcused absences, the Advisory Board may, by
affirmative vote of two-thirds of all the members then in office taken at a regular meeting,
4

•

recommend in writing the removal of that Advisory Board member to the HSC Clinical Operations
Board, and will so notify the Advisory Board member.
Section 6. Quorum, Voting. A majority of the members of the Advisory Board then in

office will constitute a quorum at Advisory Board meetings. A quorum once attained continues until
adjournment despite voluntary withdrawal of enough Advisory Board members to leave less than a
quorum. The Advisory Board members may act only as an Advisory Board with each member
~

.

having one vote. The act of a majority of the Advisory Board me:rn.bers present at a meeting at which
a quorum is present will be the act of the Advisory Board.
Section 7. Orientation. All new Advisory Board members will receive an initial orientation

to the Center, and will be provided additional educational programs on the operation of the Center by
the Executive Director, or her or his designee, as appropriate.

•

Section 8. Performance. The Advisory Board will evaluate its performance annually.
ARTICLE FOUR
OFFICERS
Section 1. Number, Tenure, Qualification, Election. The Officers of the Advisory Board

will be a President, two Vice Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer. The Vice Presidents, Secretary,
and Treasurer will be elected annually by the Advisory Board at the regular meeting in February of
each year, to begin their term of office upon election and to serve until their successors are elected
and qualified. Vacancies will be filled by the Advisory Board. AnyOfficer may be removed with
cause by the affirmative vote of two thirds of all the Advisory Board members then in office taken at
a regular meeting. The term of the President will be two years. The President may be elected to a
second term. The terms of the Vice Presidents, Secretary, and Treasurer will be one year. The
Treasurer may serve no more than three terms in succession.

•

Section 2. President. The President will preside at all meetings of the Advisory Board. The

President will ensure preparation of the agenda for each meeting and that members have received

5

•

appropriate notice of the meetings. With the approval of the Advisory Board by a majority vote of a
quorum of those members present at a meeting, the President will have the power to establish
committees, appoint members of committees from among the Advisory Board members and the
community served by the Center, and appoint committee chairpersons as necessary and appropriate.
The President will be an ex officio member, with vote, of all Advisory Board committees. The
President will represent the Advisory Board in its relations with officials of the Center, UNMH, the

""

HSC Clinical Operations Board, and the Regents and with governrriental and civic organizations and
agencies.
Section 3. Vice Presidents. The President will designate one Vice President to serve as
President in the absence of the President. The two Vice Presidents will perform other duties as
assigned by the President, which may include development of meeting agendas and materials,
preparation of member time-sheets, nominations for new Advisory Board members and officers, and
•

other duties deemed necessary and appropriate.
Section 4. Secretary. The Secretary will record the minutes of the meetings, ensure that
members receive the minutes of the prior meeting, assist with correspondence duties, and perform
other duties as assigned by the President.
Section 5. Treasurer. The Treasurer will oversee collection and disbursement of Advisory
Board funds, as authorized by the Advisory Board. The Treasurer will maintain the financial records
of the Advisory Board, coordinating with the UNM Foundation and other entities as appropriate, and
make financial reports to the Advisory Board at least quarterly. The Treasurer will assist the
Advisory Board in financial matters as appropriate and as requested.
ARTICLE FIVE
COMMITTEES

•

Section 1. Standing Committees. With the approval of the Advisory Board by a majority·
vote of a quorum of those members present at a meeting, the President will have the power to appoint

6
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•

members of standing committees of the Advisory Board, as necessary and appropriate. The standing
committees of the Advisory Board will be the Strategic Planning Committee, the Funds Development
Committee, the Policies and Procedures Committee, and the Newsletter Committee, and such other
standing committees as the Advisory Board may deem appropriate. Members of standing
committees of the Advisory Board will be appointed at the regular meeting in February of each year,
to serve for a term of one year.
'-..

a.

Strategic Planning Committee. The Strategic Planning Committee will be

responsible for assisting the Center with developing plans related to staffing, services, structure, and
organization; will review and propose to the Advisory Board any changes in the Advisory Board
Bylaws or operating procedures; and will consider other matters not specifically reserved to other
committees.

b.
•

Funds Development Committee. The Funds Development Committee will

be responsible for developing and implementing events and activities to raise monetary and in-kind
contributions for the Center.

c.

Policies and Procedures Committee. The Policies and Procedures

Committee will be responsible for the development, recommendation, and implementation of policies
and procedures as deemed necessary and appropriate and as directed by the Advisory Board.

d.

Newsletter Committee. The Newsletter Committee will be responsible for

coordinating the creation, publication, and mailing of the Advisory Board newsletter, in coordination
with members and committees of the Advisory Board and staff of the Center, and for developing and
implementing strategies to inform the public of events sponsored by the Advisory Board.

Section 2. Ad Hoc Committees. With the approval of the Advisory Board by a majority
vote of a quorum of those members present at a meeting, the President will have the power to

•

establish ad hoc committees at any time for special purposes, appoint members of ad hoc committees
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from among members of the Advisory Board and the community, and to appoint committee
chairpersons as necessary and appropriate.
Section 3. Non-Member Appointment. The President will have the power to appoint nonmember representatives to any of the committees, upon the approval of such representatives by the
Advisory Board.
Section 4. Referral to Advisory Board. Upon a majority vote of the full membership of a

"

committee, the chairperson of the committee will submit any issue to the Advisory Board for
consideration and vote. The chairperson of each committee will make a report to the Advisory Board
during each regularly scheduled meeting regarding the work of the committee during the intervening
time since the previous Advisory Board meeting.
ARTICLE SIX

•

TELEPHONIC P ARTICIPATION AT MEETINGS
Members of the Advisory Board or any committee designated by the Advisory Board may
participate in a meeting of the Advisory Board or committee by means of a conference phone or
similar communications equipment by means of which all persons participating in the meeting can
hear each other at the same time, and participation by such means will constitute presence in person
at the meeting.
ARTICLE SEVEN
ADOPTION; AMENDMENT
Section 1. Adoption. These Bylaws will become effective upon approval of a majority of
the members of the Advisory Board then in office, and approval by the HSC Clinical Operations
Board and the Regents.
Section 2. Amendments. These Bylaws may be altered, amended, or repealed or new

•

Bylaws may be adopted by an affirmative vote of a majority of the members of the Advisory Board
then in office, provided that notice of such alteration, amendment or repeal is included in the notice
8

i'

•

of such meeting and such notice is provided to all Advisory Board members at least fourteen (14)
days in advance of the meeting held to vote on the alteration, amendment, or repeal of the Bylaws.
Any proposed repeal, amendment or alteration will not become effective until approved by the HSC
Clinical Operations Board and the Regents.

Section 3. Review. The Advisory Board will review these Bylaws at least three years from
the date of enactment or revision.
"-

OFFICERS' CERTIFICATE'
The undersigned Officers of the Advisory Board certify that these Bylaws of the Advisory
Board were electronically approved by a majority of the Advisory Board on September 29,2000, and
ratified by the unanimous approval of the Advisory Board at a meeting held on October 12,2000, at
. which all Advisory Board members were present, and were approved by the affirmative vote of a

•

majority ofthe HSC Clinical Operations Board at a meeting held on October 6, 2000, at which a

1;. -

quorum was present, and by affirmative vote of a majority of the Re
October 10,2000, at which a quorum was present

•
9

nts at a meeting held on

•

•

•
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AMENDED BYLAWS OF
THE U.N.M. LOBO CLUB
ARTICLE I
NAME, SEAL AND OFFICES

RECEIVED
NOV 1 6 2000
VP BUSINESS & FINANCE

1.

Name. The name of this corporation is the UN.M. Lobo Club.

2.

Seal. The seal of this corporation shall be circular in form and shall bear on its outer
edge the words "UN.M. Lobo Club."

3.

Offices. The principal office of this corporation shall be located in Albuquerque,
New Mexico. The Board of Directors may approve chapter organizations whose
_.,~_."'~"""
offices may be located in the locality of the approved chapter.

ARTICLE II
ST A TEMENT OF PURPOSE
1.

•

Value of Program. The Lobo Club recognizes the value of a comprehensive and
successful athletic program to the University of New Mexico (the University), its
students, its athletes, its alumni, its friends and the citizens of the state of New
Mexico. The primary object and purpose of the Lobo Club is to provide financial
support for, and to create, foster, develop and encourage individual and community
interest in such a program .

. 2.
\

Financial Support. The financial support provided by the Lobo Club is to be used
by the University principally for student athletic scholarships. It may also be utilized
to upgrade the University's athletic facilities, and to meet the current and long-term
budg~taryrequirements of the University's Department of Athletics. In all ca~e~,jti~.,."". '.
the Lobo Club's intention that its financial support shall be used in a manner which
will permit the University's athletic programs to successfully compete with those of
any other NCAA Division I program.

3.

Athletic Excellence. The Lobo Club shall carry out its mIssIon in a spirit of
cooperation with the University and those administering its Athletic Department in an
effort to achieve mutual goals of athletic program excellence.

-

4; ., "Programi(Eom plian-ce: - TheJ~obo"Club shall recognize and- comply with -·all ~NCAA': --:'-'-"'~:"'.'

and conference rules/regulations concerning booster clubs.
5.

--.

Agreements. The Lobo Club may, at any time and at its discretion, enter into
agreements with the University or other entities according to University policy.

,-

-,-

-~

-

_.

-

e

ARTICLE In
MEMBERSHIP
1.

Eligibility. Subject to the provisions of this Article, a prospective member will
submit a pledge for his or her participation during the current fiscal year. All
applications for prospective members for at least the minimum contribution
established will be presented to the Board of Directors for approval. Upon approval,
the applicant shall have full voting privileges. A company membership will designate
one individual as its voting member. Each new member will be known as a "Lobo
Club Member". Associate members and Junior Lobo Club members, as defined by
membership application forms, are considered non-voting members.

2.

Membership Levels.
membership level$.

3.

Dues and Fees. The Associate Athletic Director for DevelopmentlExecutive
Director shall have the responsibility to collect from members all dues and fees
established in accordance with these Bylaws. All dues and fees are payable by
March 3 1 of each fiscal year.

4.

Unpaid Dues and Fees. Any member whose account is unpaid for any year will be
denied membership for any subsequent year until all past due accounts are paid in
full.

5.

Expulsion. Any member charged by another member with having disrupted any
function sponsored by the Lobo Club, harassed any Lobo Club officer, director or
employee; found to have violated NCAA rules or conference rules; or subjected the
University or the Lobo Club to public ridicule, contempt or loss of their good
reputation and against whom such charges"'are sustained by the Board of Directors
after a reasonable opportunity to appear before - a meeting of - the Board of'
Directors in his or her own behalf, may, aLthe,·discretion·of-the· - majority afi-the .,:.
Board of Directors, be expelled from membership. Upon such action by the Board
of Directors, the President shall notify the member in writing of said action and shall
not permit such person to become a member thereafter except upon a subsequent
decision of the Board of Directors.

6.

Loss of Rights. Any member whose membership in the Lobo Club has ceased or
terminated for any reason whatsoever shall forfeit all rights to the use of the Lobo
Club's name, emblem or other insignia or to participate in any activity of_the Lobo
'Cluht()'which only membersofihe LoJ)ociub'orth"ei'j-"guests'are rilvited. --.. --" .. .,~-"

7.

. Annual Meeting. The Annual Meeting of the Lobo Club shall be ~held during the
months of April or May of each year for the purpose of electing directors and
transacting such other business as may properly come before the meeting.

The Board of Directors shall set dues and fees for all
, -''':''

e

e.-
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8.

Special Meetings. Special meetings of the members may be called at any time by a
majority of the Board of Directors or by the President at the written request of 10
percent of the members.

9.

Notice of Meetings. Written notice of each meeting of the membership, whether
annual or special, stating the time, date and place where it is to be held shall be
mailed at least ten (10) days prior to such meeting. Notice of a special meeting shall
also state the purpose or purposes for which the meeting is called. Such special
meeting shall be limited to the agenda specified in the notice.

10.

Quorum. Members in good standing in attendance shall constitute a quorum at any
annual or special membership meeting.

11.

Chapter Organizations. The Board of Directors, at it's discretion, may approve
chapter. organizations, consisting of 50 or more members, and/or have rais,ed a
minimum of $25,000.00 for the Lobo Club, to improve fundraising efforts and
encourage participation in the Lobo Club. Each chapter must adopt the bylaws for
chapter organizations of the Lobo Club. A copy of the satellite bylaws is attached
hereto.

ARTICLE IV
BOARD OF DIRECTORS
l.

Directors. The Board of Directors shall be made up of no more than thirty three
(33) members, not including Chapter Presidents that qualify in (6) below and
Honorary Lifetime Members that qualify in (8) below.

'a.

The following will be voting members:
(1)

Twenty-four (24) elected directof;swho ..areel~9t~d for two;-ye<::l~ Jermsby,
the Lobo Club membership;

(2) Five (5) members who shall be appointed by the.President of the Lobo
Club, each of whom shall serve a one-year term;
(3)

One (1) fund raiser to be determined by the Board of Directors at the
conclusion of the fund drive corresponding to the year in which he/she will
serve, and who will serve for one year from the conclusion of the fund
- -'dnvtd6 the following: May'3T; .;."
'~:.
-~'.-;' "~'
i'" "",'

..-

--

-~

~.

-

•

.

.

-

(4) .The Director of Athletics

..

-.

(5)

The President of the UNM Alumni Lettermen's Club;

-
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(6)

Chapter Presidents, or his or her appointee, of those chapters that have
achieved and maintained a (2) TWO year average of raising $25,000.00
for UNM Lobo Club;

(7)

The immediate past President of the Lobo Club;

(8) Honorary Lifetime members.
b.

In addition, the Associate Athletic Director for Development/Executive
Director of the Lobo Club shall serve as a non-voting member of the Board of
Directors.

c.

The Lobo Club will always maintain a membership on its Board of Directors
such that no more than 15 percent of the voting members are employees,
officers~or Regents of the University.""· .
. '" -""-,' :;-; , t,

2.

Honorary Board Members. In addition to the Board Members provided for in
Article IV Section 1, the general membership may elect, upon nomination by the
Board of Directors, Lifetime Honorary Members of the Board of Directors who shall
serve until their death, incapacity or resignation, At no time shall there be more than
five (5) Lifetime Honorary members, Lifetime Honorary Board Members shall be
voting Directors and shall be deemed to be members in good standing whether or
not they shall pay dues.

3.

Board Member Duties and Responsibilities

e

a.

Attendance: Three or more absences by a Board Member from a board
meeting during the Lobo Club fiscal year will be taken under review by the
Executive Committee and, at their-discretion; 'theymayreplac'e'th"e"bbard '.
member in question.' The -Board Member' will have the opportunity to
come before the executive committee to discuss their absences.

b.

Membership:'Each board member must be classified as avoting member,
. in good standing.. .
,. Each board me~ber must serve on' the membership drive
·.·.candlortwo or. more fuIl9r'.l!sirlg,sR~~j~l.prpjeEts.< .,"".",.'.ooc. ,.' ,,'"_

C . ' Participation:

d-. .

"Commitment: Each board member. -will sign- a letter' of commitment
acknowledging ··the··:beforementi'oned;·board~·iriembet: . duties'and
responsibilities.

-e··
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4.

- -- - '--_ ... _.-. - - .------

Management & Authority. The Board of Directors shall be responsible for the
control and management of the affairs, activities, property and interests of the Lobo
Club. It is vested to write Policy for those purposes through the use of customary
resolutions and action by the Board.
a.

When hiring an Associate Athletic Director for DevelopmentlExecutive
Director of the Lobo Club, the Director of Athletics will hire the person to fill
this position in consultation and agreement with the Lobo Club Board of
Directors. An annual performance review will be made, - prior to annual
budget preparation, - jointly by a committee appointed by the President of the
Lobo Club and the Director of Athletics.

b.

The Director of Athletics, in consultation and agreement with the Lobo Club
Board
Directors, 'shall have the authority to discontinue the employment of
the Associate Athletic Director for DevelopmentlExecutive Director, Hiring,
performance evaluations, and termination are to be in accordance with
University policy.

or

5.

Annual Meeting. A regular annual meeting of the Board of Directors shall be held
immediately following the annual meeting of the membership at the place of such
annual meeting of the membership for the purpose of electing officers and transacting
such other business as may properly come before the Board of Directors.

6.

Regular Monthly Meetings. The Board of Directors shall meet at least once each
month on a regular day to be fixed by it at its annual meeting or as soon thereafter as .
possible.

7,

Special Meetings. Special Meeting of the Board of Directors, may be called at any
time by the President, 'or upon written' call aT any ten' (1 O) membersofthe' Board of
Directors sent to the Secretary: .'
,

.

-

8.

•

."

.--

Notice of :Meetings:' Notice of any regular monthly meeting of the~oa[d of:
Directors shall not be required"to be given and, if given~ n~edn9t spe~ify~he purpo~e"
of the meeting;provided~however~;that in case the Board pf Direct,ors ,shall ,fi?cor: .
change the time or place of any regular meeting, notice of si.Ich" action shalf1:5e'givert.'
to each director'who shall not have been present at the meeting at which such action .
was taken within the time limited,- and" in the m.'lnn~r set fQrtJl.below,. ~w.ith~r~sp~~tto .
special meetings, ,unless such notice shall. be .w~ivedby the director. "Notic~ "(;f '.
specialmeetiI1g shall bemailedtoeachdirector.addr~ssedto.himorher.at.hisor her
"residence or usual placeofbusines"s;at::leasttwo (2)days-before theday,oh which
the rrieeting is to be held, A notice or waiver of notice need not specify the purpose
for the meeting .

5
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9.

Quorum: At all meetings of the Board of Directors, the presence of forty percent
(40%) of the elected voting Board mem bers shall be necessary and sufficient to
constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, except as otherwise provided by
law, by the Articles of Incorporation, or by these Bylaw·s.

10.

Vacancies. Any vacancy on the Board of Directors, except in the case of Honorary
Lifetime Members, occurring by any reason whatsoever, may be filled upon
recommendation of the Executive Committee for the unexpired portion of the term
by a majority vote of the remaining directors at any regular meeting or at a special
meeting of the Board of Directors called for that purpose.

11.

Removal. Any director may be removed for cause by a vote of the majority of the
Board of Directors.

12.

Contracts"No contract or other transaction between the Lobo Club and any other
entity shall be impaired, affected or invalidated, nor shall any director be liable in any
way by reason of the fact that anyone or more of the directors of the Lobo Club is
or are interested in or is a director or ofticer, or are directors or ofticers of such
other entity, provided that such facts are disclosed or made known to the Board of
Directors. Any director, personally and individually, may be a party to or may be
interested in any contract or transaction of the Lobo Club, and no director shall be
liable in any way by reason of such interest, provided that the fact of such interest be
disclosed or made knovm to the Board of Directors, and provided the Board of
Directors shall authorize, approve or ratifY such contract or transaction by the vote
(not counting the vote of any such director) of a majority of the voting board
members [reference Article IV] notwithstanding the presence of any such director at
the meeting at which such action is taken. Such director or directors may be counted
in determining the presence of a quorum at such meeting. This Section shall not be
construed to impair or invalidate or in any way affect any contract or other
transaction which would otherwise be valid under the law applicable thereto.

13. Lobo Club Agreements. The Lobo Club and its Board of Directors will operate
according to its Articles of Incorporation filed September 23, 1968 and Bylaws, as
amended to the date of this agreement. Furthermore, the Lobo Club agrees to
operate in such a manner that will retain the Lobo Club's legal status as a tax-exempt,
non-profit organization pursuant to Section 501 (c)(3) of the Tnternal Revenue Code,
or any successor statute.
a.

-.

The Lobo Club will provide solicitation, consultation, and other related services
in efforts to maximize private gifts and donations Trom varioussources··tothe
Department of Athletics for the benefit of the UNM athletic program. To that
end, the Lobo' Club- shall plan, -direct, coordinate, and· conduct activities for --raising funds from private sources, including:

6
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(1)
(2)
(3)

Fund drive programs,
Special events, and
Any other programs initiated by the Director of Athletics and Lobo Club
Board of Directors and approved by both Parties.

b. The activities of the Lobo Club will be conducted for the benefit of University
Athletics and will be consistent with the University's plans, programs and
policies. The Lobo Club wiIl coordinate goals, programs, and major activities
with the UNM Development Office. The Lobo Club shaIl not solicit or accept
gifts, grants, conveyances, devices, bequests, or otherwise from any source for a
use specified by the donor which is inconsistent with goals and policies of the
Department of Athletics and the University or with the rules and regulations of
the NCAA and any conference with which the University may affiliate.

•
14.

...•

c.

The Lobo Club will maintain policies and procedures for the. review and
acceptance of gifts and donations. The acceptance of any gift or donation that
requires a matching obligation of the University or creates a future obligation of
University resources must first be approved by the University

d.

The Lobo Club will maintain a record of all gifts and donations received through
the Lobo Club. and to make such records available to the University
Development Office for their donor record keeping responsibilities .

e.

The Lobo Club wiIl not engage in any instructional, research, or public service
activity sponsored, or participated in, by a University department or individual
employee, without the prior approval of the President of the University.

lVlanagement of Gifts and Donations. The Lobo Club will manage contributed
funds, using funds as necessary to generate contributions to UNM athletics. A l l '
funds contributed for athletics, whether through the Lobo Club or UNM Foundation,
are for the benefit ofUNM's athleticprogmms ..... TheLoboClubwiILdeposit.aILfunds
received, except operating accounts as determined by the Board· of Directors, in
agency accounts established by the University for the Lobo Club. Oversight of the
funds deposited in the accounts shaIl be the responsibility of the Lobo Club .. Checks
will require one board signature and one staff signature as designated below. Board
signatories include the Lobo Club President, President-Elect, . and VicePresidentlFinance Committee Chairperson. Staff signatories include the ·Senior·
Associate
Athletic
Director
and
Associate
Athletic. Director
for
DevelopmentlExecutive Director. Such funds will be invested by the University and
all interest income earned ori such accounts will be aIlocated to the Lobo Club. .
a.

Disposal of g1fts recel~ed' by the Lobo Ciub in the-form ()r real or·person~lI
property, may be accomplished by the Lobo Club after consultation with the
University. If the gift is income-producing property, the Lobo Club shaH
transfer the property to the UNi'v1 Foundation to be held by the Foundation to

--
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accomplish the donor's gift objective; or, if permitted by the terms of the gift or
bequest, the Lobo Club may dispose of the property and establish an
endowment in the L~1vf Foundation to be used as specified by the donor,
b.

15.

Gifts received by the Lobo Club to establish endowments for the benefit of UNM
athletics will be transferred to the UNM Foundation and be invested in the
Regent's Consolidated Investment Fund in accordance with the Board of Regents
Investment Management Policy. Disbursement of income from such gifts and
endowments shall be made in accordance with the requests of the donor and
monitored by the Lobo Club.

Distribution of Funds. The Lobo Club will in consultation with the University,
establish a schedule for transferring funds received by the Lobo Club from its agency
accounts to the University
a.

The Lobo Club \\ill provide to the Uni\'ersity an annual budget, including
anticipated projects. transfer of funds to support the athletic programs, and
anticipated reasonable operating expenses.

b.

The Lobo Club shall not disburse funds to any unit of the Athletic Department
either in the form of compensation or gratuity to a University employee, coach,
or athlete (except as defined by the employee's contract with the University), or
for the purchase of goods and services for a University team. All such funds
will be transferred to an Athletics Department account and subsequently
disbursed in accordance with donor direction and the University and
Department of Athletics policies and procedures and NCAA and conference
rules and regulations. as amended from time to time.

c.

The Lobo Club may disburse funds maintained by the Lobo Club for those
expenses incurred directly by the Lobo Club. The Lobo Club is expected to
follow appropriate procedures.. ,..··itr';~the; 'disbursement -of'funds and the
procurement of services. The Lobo Club (Board of Directors) shall establish
policies for the oversight of all disbursements of funds directly by the Lobo
Club .. -

•

--l'

d. All funds or propeny transferred to the University by the Lobo Club shall be
subject to all state laws and regulations governing the' disbursement and
administration of public funds and public property, except to the extent of any
,specific conditions ofthe transfer that are ac.cept~ble to the University and do not
' .,. "
require actions that are punishabie as" crimes under state law. '. ,-'

•
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ARTICLE V
OFFICERS
1.

Number of Officers. The officers of the Lobo Club shall be the President,
President-Elect, Immediate Past-President, four (4) Vice-Presidents, and Secretary,
which shall be selected from the Board of Directors.

2.

Duties of Officers. The officers shall perform the following duties and all other
duties as assigned by the President or Board of Directors.

•

-.

a.

President. The President shall serve as the Chief Executive Officer of the Lobo
Club; preside at all meetings of the membership and of the Board of Directors;
shall be an ex-officio member of all committees except the Nominating
Committee; generally exercise supervision of the affairs of the Lobo Club, and
perform such gther duties as are ordinarily exercised by a pers9.~ _.~olding_that .
office, subject to the direction of the Board of Directors.
.. -

b.

President-Elect. The President-Elect shall assist the President and shall
perform the duties of the President in the absence of the President. In the event
the President cannot complete his or her term of office for whatever reason, the
President-Elect will assume the office of President for the balance of that term
and will continue to serve as President for the term for which he or she was
elected .

c.

Immediate Past-President. The Immediate Past-President shall perform such
duties as are delegated to him/her by the President or the Board of Directors.

d.

Vice-Presidents. The four (4) Vice-Presidents shall each have a portfolio of
responsibilities to ensure attainment of the goals of the Lobo Club. In the
absence of both the President and President-Elect, one of the Vice-Presidents
shall be selected by the Board O(PjT~ctors to act as President.

e.

Secretary. The Secretary shall perform such duties as required by law or
delegated to him/her by the President or Board of Directors.

3.

Vacancies. In the event that any office other than that of the President shall become
vacant for any reason whatsoever, the Board of Directors shall forthwith elect by
majority vote a member of the Lobo Club to fill the unexpired term of office in which
the vacancy exists. Such election shall not disqualifY a person elected for such office
from election upon the expiration thereof to a full elective term as anofficer:.·-~··

4.

Term. Office~s shall assume their respective- officeS" on- june i next followirlg- their
election, and their terms of office will expire on the succeeding May 31.

9
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ARTICLE VI
ASSOCIA TE ATHLETIC DIRECTOR FOR DEVELOPMENT!
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

l.

Associate Athletic Director for DevelopmentlExecutive Director. The Associate
Athletic Director for Development!Executive Director shall be the chief
administrative officer of the Lobo Club under the supervision of the President, the
Board of Directors and the Director of Athletics.
a.
Duties and Responsibilities: It is her/his responsibility, reporting
to the Director of Athletics, to oversee and have ultimate responsibility for
the administration of the policies of the Board of Directors.
--",-.~.".

_., b. " Salary:· The Associate Athletic Director fOL...:;qey,~J.op~ent·j.
Executive Director shall receive a salary and other benefits to be fixed by
the Director of Athletics and the Lobo Club President in consultation with
the Board of Directors.
c.
Term: The Associate Athletic Director for Development!Executive
Director shall serve at the pleasure of the Board of Directors and the
Director of Athletics .

•

ARTICLE VII
ELECTION PROCEDURE
1.

Nominating Committee. Not later than March 1 of each year, the President shall,
with the approval of the Board of Directors, appoint a Nominating Committeebf not
less than five (5) nor more than seven (7) members. (The President will not be a
member of this committee.) The President·Elect shall serve as chairperson. Ifhe or
she is unwilling or unable to so serve, the Board shall select the chairperson. The
Nominating Committee shall elect at least one. (1) nominee for each office and
expiring directorship, except for the office of President, which will be automatically
filled by the incumbent President-Elect. Such nominations,' in writing, shall be in the
hands of the President no later than April 1 of each year.

2.

Notice of Nominations. Upon receipt of the report of the Nominating Committee,
the Associate Athletic Director for Development!Executive Director shall,'. within·
fifteen (15) days, havemailedto..~ad-ITh.eml)eF.ci".notice. seiiing'foiti1tll'e'
_ of theN.ominating .Cpl1lrnittee.Jor the expiring _director_ships, in.alphabetical order,
and stating the date of the meeting at which.the electj'on shall be conducted,.~hich .
meeting shall be the annual meeting of the Lobo Club, to be conducted during the
month of May of each year.
-

nOminationS . . .

•••
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3.

Other Nominees. Other Lobo Club members in good standing may be nominated
for a directorship by two percent (2%) or more members in good standing if a
written notice of such person's nomination, together with a consent of such person to
serve, is received by the Lobo Club not later than fi fteen (15) days after the notice of
the nominations of the Nominating Committee shall have been mailed to Lobo Club
members. Each notice shall set forth the name, business address and residence of
each nominee proposed in such notice.

4.

Election of Directors. Members of the Board of Directors shall be elected by the
members in attendance at the annual meeting of the Lobo Club. If the number of
nominees exceed the number of positions available on the Board of Directors, the
highest vote getters shall be elected as Directors. Voting shall be by members in
attendance only. Members may not vote by proxy.

5.

Election of Officers. Immediately after the annual meeting of the Lobo Club, the
Board of Directors shall convene for the election of officers for the coming year.
Separate balloting shall be conducted for each elective office, except where there is
only one nominee for an office, in which case the President shall request a unanimous
vote for such nominee. In any contested election, a plurality of votes cast shall be
required to elect. Voting shall be by directors in attendance only. Directors may not
vote by proxy. The position of President-Elect will be restricted to an individual who
has served as a member of the Board of Directors for a full two (2) year term and has
been reelected to a subsequent two (2) year term .

6.

Succession of President. A President of the Lobo Club who has served a full term
as President shall not be eligible to succeed himself or herself, but may be elected as a
director or as President-Elect after serving one (1) year as Past-President.

7.

Eligibility to Vote. Only

8,

Term of Office. All directorLshallassume their elected offices on the June 1
immediately following their election for a two-year term endjng May 31. All officers
shall assume their respective offices on the June 1 immediately following their
election fo~ :i one-year term ending May 31.
.

member~

in good standing shall be eligible to vote.

ARTICLE VIII
FISCAL YEARJBONDSfREPORTS AND ACCOUNTING
-

1.

.

-

-;

,

"~",,",, •..-.' .,,' ;;','-. '", !';. -

Fiscal Year. The fiscal year of the Lobo Club shall be from June I of each year to
-the succeeding May fl.·

•
II

•

2.

Bond. The Board of Directors shall provide for the bonding of appropriate members
of the staff in the amount prescribed by the Board of Directors, and shall arrange for
an annual audit of the Lobo Club's accounts by an independent certified public
accounting firm.

2.

Reports and Accounting. The Lobo Club shall provide the University with an
annual report, which will include a summary of all gifts and donations received and
held or distributed during the past year, and the Lobo Club's operating income and
expenses for the fiscal year.

•

a.

The Lobo Club shall provide the University with the report of an annual audit
performed by an independent certified public accounting firm selected by the
Lobo Club. This audit shall be in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Any independent certified public accounting firm selected by the
Lobo' Club that 'is not the same firm selected by the University'must"agree·to'·
provide the necessary audit information to the University to allow the
University to complete its annual financial audit and comply with NCAA audit
requirements. The working papers associated with the Lobo Club's audit shall
be maintained and be available to the University for three (3) years after the
audit report date.

b.

The Lobo Club agrees to provide any information regarding the financial
operations of the Lobo Club to the University's internal audit staff upon a
formal request to the Lobo Club's Executive Committee.

c.

The Lobo Club shall at all times maintain adequate insurance coverage for all
property held and managed by the Lobo Club for the University, and maintain
appropriate liability insurance for its officers and directors, either through
coverage by the State's Risk Management insurance program or by separately
acquired coverage.

. ' \1

ARTICLE IX
COMMITTEES
1.

Executive Committee.
a.

•

Membership. There shall be an Executive Committee consIstmg of the
. President, PresidenhElect,:· Past-President; four· (4)Vice"P-residents,.. Secretary,.
and the Associate Athletic Director for Deve!opmentfExecutive Director who
shall be 'ex"'officio non-voting members. Regarding the Vice-P.fesidents, there
will be a Vice-President of Finance (who will also serve as Treasurer) and three
(3) Vice-Presidents whose duties shall be established by the President and
Executive Committee of the Lobo Club .
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2.

b.

Purpose. The Executive Committee shall meet at the call of the President to
review such matters of the Lobo Club as he or she may direct to be brought
before it or as specifically directed by the Board of Directors. Any action taken
by the Executive Committee shall be reported to the full Board of Directors at
the next regular scheduled meeting for the Board's ratification.

c.

J.\tIeetings. Meetings of the Executive Committee shall be held monthly at such
time and place as prescribed by the President or a majority of the Executive
Committee. Notice by mail of each meeting of the Executive Committee shall
be given not less than forty-eight (48) hours in advance of the meeting by the
Executive Director or the President. The required forty-eight (48) hours
advance notice may be waived with the consent of the majority of the members
of the Executive Committee.

d. .

J.\tIinutes. . l\1inut~s of 'each meeting of the Executive"C~ommiite'e'\v1li; h;' .
approved by the Executive Committee before presented to the Board of
Directors.

e.

Quorum. A simple majority of the Executive Committee membership shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of all business. The affirmative vote of
a majority of those members present shall be required to transact business .

Finance Committee.
a. Membership. The Finance Committee shall consist of the Vice-President of
Finance, the President-Elect and not less than two (2) nor more than four (4)
additional members appointed by the President and the Vice-President of
Finance.
b. Purpose. The purpose of the Finance Committee will be to develop, review
and coordinate all financial documents, and to assure that the financial matters of
the Lobo Club are properly recorded and financial statements are accurately and
timely prepared.

-.-

c.Meetings. Meetings of the Finance Committee shall be held monthly at such
time and place as prescribed by the Chairperson. Notice by mail of each meeting
of the Finance Committee shall be given not less than forty-eight (48) hours in .'
'. advance' of _. th-e:'meeting"""\bY-:'""·-the<''-'>Associate .. Athletic~'Director"for"
. DevelopmentlExecutive Director. The required forty-eight (48) hours advance
notice may -be' waived with the consent of the' inajorityof the-members of the' Finance Committee.
d.
Minutes. Minutes of each meeting of the Finance Committee shall be approved
.. -- by the Finance Committee before presentation to the Board of Directors.-
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e.

3.

•

~-

Quorum. A simple maJonty of the Finance Committee membership shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of all business. The affirmative vote of
a majority of those members present shall be required to transact business.

Nominating Committee.
a.

Membership. The Nominating Committee shall consist of not less than five (5)
nor more than seven (7) members.
The President-Elect shall serve as
chairperson.

b.

Purpose. The purpose of the Nominating Committee shall be to select a
qualified slate of nominees to fill the expired terms for officers and directors as
outlined in Article VII.

c.

J.\Ileetings. The Nominating Committee shall meet per 'the . requirements of
ArticieVII.

d.

Quorum. A simple majority of the Nominating Committee membership shall
constitute a quorum for the transaction of all business. The affirmative vote of
a majority of those members present shall be required to transact business.

4.

Ex-Officio Committees - President. The President of the Lobo Club will be an exofficio non-voting member of all committees established, except for the Nominating
Committee.

5.

Additional Committees. The President, with the approval of the Board of
Directors, may from time to time designate such other committees as may be
necessary to manage the affairs, activities, property and interests of the Lobo Club.

"

ARTICLE X
NOT-FOR-PROFIT ORGANIZATION
The Lobo Club is organized and shall operate as a not-for-profit organization in
accordance with Section 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.

"'c'

•

ARTICLE XI
,,,.INDEMNJ.FICATION

-.-.,- ..... _._'.'.'---''-

... - "_._-

...

,~.

Every - past -and·· present· -officer {including the- -Associate Athletic Director:·· for
DevelopmentlExecutive Director or shall be indemnified by the Lobo Club against
reasonable expenses, costs and attorney's fees actually and reasonably incu~red by him or
her in connection with the defense of any action, suit or proceeding, civil or criminal, in
. which he or she is made.a party by reason of being. or havinK_been _a directoror officer.
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The indemnification may include any amounts paid to satisty a judgment or to compromise
or settle a claim. The director or officer shall not be indemnified if he or she shall be
adjudged to be liable on the basis that he or she has breached or failed to perform the
duties of his or her office and the breach or failure to perform constitutes willful
misconduct or recklessness. Advance indemnification of a director or officer may be
allowed for reasonable expenses to be incurred in connection with the defense of action,
suit or proceeding, provided that the director or officer furnishes the Lobo Club a written
undertaking to reimburse the Lobo Club if it is subsequently determined that the director
or officer was not entitled to indemnification.

ARTICLE XII
DISSOLUTION

•

The Lobo Clubshal1 use its earnings 'and funds only to accompHsh"'the<'obj'ectiveC-and"
purposes of the Lobo Club, and no part of said monies shall inure or be distributed to the
members of the Lobo Club. If for any reason the "agreement" is terminated or the Lobo
Club is dissolved or liquidated, all accounts of the Lobo Club shall be transferred to the
University or a successor organization(s) designated by a resolution of the Board of
Regents on or before the date of termination. In such event, the University or other
successor organization shall honor to the maximum extent possible the instructions of
donors to the Lobo Club .

ARTICLE XIII
PARLIAl\JENTARY RULES

All meetings of the Lobo Clttb, Board of Directors and committees shall be governed by
and conducted in accordance with the latest edition of Robert's Rules of Order.

ARTICLE XIV
AMENDMENT

These Bylaws may be amended by a two thirds (2/3) vote of the members present at any
membership meeting, provided written notice of the proposed amendment, the place, time
and date of such meeting shall have been given to the members at least two (2) weeks
prior thereto. It is mutually understood and agreed any alteration or variation of the terms
of the Lobo Club's Articles of Incorporation or the Bylaws of the Lobo Club shall be
-submitted for approval to the Board. of Regents of the Univefsity.·H;,.L ... ;.,~.> .. ; ....,_ ..... .

·/~~

••

~~~~~~~~~~~~~'PO\
Lynn

osher, President
U1\~1LOBO CLUB.·

Paul DiPaola, Secretary
UWvt LOBo..CLUB
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction
The University of New Mexico has recognized for several years that its energy utility systems
are in need of significant repair, improvement, and upgrade. Initial estimates clearly indicated
that the cost of the upgrade projects far exceeded the capital available through traditional
University funding sources. The University considered several traditional and creative means
to resolve the energy systems issues and carefully analyzed each alternative.
In order to move forward with specific plans to address these energy utility systems issues,
the University created Lobo Energy, Inc. and charged it with the responsibility of developing
a business plan to identify and address the application of all available economic resources to
satisfy the capital requirements for the necessary infrastructure projects.

Lobo Energy
Lobo Energy is a not-for-profit entity, formed by the Regents of The University of New
Mexico (UNM) in 1998 in accordance with authority provided by the University Research
Park Act enacted in 1978. Its purpose is to analyze UNM's utility systems and create a plan
that provides a feasible business solution to improve and upgrade the utility infrastructure.
Its business activities are managed by a Chief Executive Officer, who reports to a Board of
Directors comprised of senior University officials and at least two outside public members.
The business planning activities are authorized as part of an Interim Services Agreement
between UNM and Lobo Energy. Lobo Energy's responsibilities, defined by that agreement,
include procuring electricity and natural gas for UNM; installing an energy metering. and
management system for UNM; and developing a business plan for the upgrade and
improvement of the utility infrastructure. The energy procurement processes have been
implemented for several months, and the energy metering project is nearing completion. The
business plan is presented herein.

UNM Utility Development Plan Strategic Issues
This project:
•

Is limited to improving UNM's internal utility needs;

•

Will provide utility services only to UNM customers;
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• Will be owned, operated, and financed by UNM; and
• Will utilize reliable and traditional technology, equipment, and systems.
Lobo Energy's role will be to provide supporting management services, such as design,
construction, operations and maintenance transitional services.

Utility Business Plan Development
In developing the business plan, Lobo Energy employed several consultants l to assist in
assessing the utility infrastructure needs, defining a technical solution, and determining the
financial parameters of that solution. The combined efforts resulted in a comprehensive plan
that describes many utility improvement projects, their construction costs, and the fmancial
impacts upon the utility services. Importantly, the plan treats the individual project
components as an integrated whole, with each component system dependent on other system
components to achieve both the engineering and financial performance modeled.
The planning approach identifies methods that create the best economic results in order that
the infrastructure improvement projects can be expanded to encompass as much of the
infrastructure upgrades as can be achieved. This planning created an assessment model of the
campus utility systems that combines and compares two scenarios: (1) a "Base Case," where
no capital improvements are instituted and only campus growth and escalating costs are
placed against the current utility's physical and funding system, and (2) a "Systems Renewal
Scenario Case," where nearly all of the utility production equipment is replaced and energy
conservation projects are implemented.
The Base Case Scenario indicates that continuing the ClllTent method of funding and
operating the University's utility system will create a 20-year unfunded energy procurement
expense approaching $63 million. Not only would this shortfall create a financial burden on
the University and the State of New Mexico, but also the infrastructure will continue to
deteriorate and the University growth plan will not be able to be realized.
The Systems Renewal Scenario creates and retains for its own benefit the energy procurement
savings associated with replacing inefficient utility production equipment with new efficient
equipment and performing energy conservation projects.
This scenario requires
approximately $52.7 million in capital funds, and provides a net present value of the 20-year
net operating income stream of approximately $8.2 million. The Net Present Value (NPV) of
the project in this revised executive summary is significantly less than the NPV in the original
executive summary due to the recent rapid escalation of natural gas prices. The University's

1

GLHN Architects & Engineers performed the infrastructure analysis. Texas A&M Universit)' Energy Systems Lab performed
the energy conservation opportunit)' assessments. Energy, Economic, and Environmental Consultants performed the pro forma
analysis and modeling. George K. Bawn Company provided the debt structuring and analysis.
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delivered price of natural gas has increased from $2.95 for fiscal year 1999/2000 per
Decatherm to an actual/forecasted price of approximately $4.87 per Dth for the current fiscal
year.
This business plan makes two fundamental assumptions:
•

The University will provide the project's fmancing.

•

The difference between the existing utilities funding and the resulting actual utilities
expenses will be retained and used for debt service with any excess being retained in a
sinking fund for other utility infrastructure projects and future capital renewal.

In summary, this business plan assesses the condition of the existing utility systems, sets the
goals and objectives for utility system improvement, provides engineering solutions, and
analyzes the solutions by creating a model of the University's utility systems that predicts the
financial results of implementing the solutions over a 20-year planning period.
The complete plan is contained within three volumes, the first of which is this Volume 1:
Executive Summary. Volume 2 contains a summary of the consulting reports. Volume 3
contains the working papers and consulting reports from which all of the work has been
derived.

UNM Utility Improvement Objectives
The business plan objectives for utility improvement in the areas of Steam, Chilled Water,
Electricity, and Natural Gas are as follows:
•

Replace obsolete piant equipment.

•

Increase distribution capability.

•

Increase capacity to meet growth plans.

•

Reduce energy use with conservation projects.

•

Offset debt with energy cost reductions.

UNM Utility Current Status
The utility infrastructure at UNM has deteriorated over the past several decades as a result of
inadequate capital funding. Two areas of utility service have been most directly affected:
•

Existing equipment and systems have aged beyond normal life expectations, resulting in
lower service reliability and higher maintenance costs.
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•

Continued campus growth has led to inadequate heating, cooling and electrical systems'
capacity, coupled with inadequate distribution capability to transport the utility services
to the campus areas requiring utility services.

The specific utility services that have been assessed are noted here with a summary of the
current condition of each. This list is intended to summarize the essence of the problems with
the systems on campus. The corrective action strategies described later are intended to solve
these problems.

Chilled Water

Production
•

The age of the equipment at Ford Utilities Center well exceeds industry standards for
useful service life. Reliability of chillers is poor and many parts are obsolete or difficult
to find.

•

Chillers in the North Plant consist of two inefficient, aging 1,200-ton single-effect steam
absorption machines and one 1,000-ton electric chiller.

•

Refrigerants (chlorofluorocarbons) in use at Ford Utilities Center are being phased out by
international agreement as being harmful to the environment.

•

Chilled water production efficiency is relatively low compared to currently available
technology.

•

Capacity of the Main Campus chillers is presently insufficient to meet peak summer
cooling loads. Per-I( day loads are not met even with supplementary cooling from singleeffect absorbers at tb~ Cogen Plant and the North Plant. Insufficient production capacity
available on a peak day results in increasingly warmer chilled water supply temperatures
as the day progresses.

•

There is no excess production capacity to meet planned campus load growth.

•

No peak summer backup production capacity currently exists on either the Main Campus
or the North Campus due to the capacity shortfall.

JI
I
I
I
I
I
I
¥

•I

I
I

Distribution
•

Distribution capacity is unable to meet present peak summer loads.

•

Distribution capacity is not available to serve planned campus growth, particularly
growth on the east end of the Main Campus and in the Health Sciences area of the North
Campus.
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•

Chilled water service to the buildings at the far southeast end of the Main Campus system
is particularly limited.

•

Existing building chilled water interface controls and equipment are ineffective in
simultaneously satisfying building cooling loads while maintaining high return water
temperature to the plant.

•

Buildings and building interfaces contain various throttling and flow limiting devices,
which require high distribution differential pressures.

•

Existing steam generation equipment at Ford Utilities Center dates from the late 1940s
and is well in excess of industry standards for expected service life.

Steam
Generation

• Steam generation efficiencies are substantially less than currently available technology.
• Air emissions of oxides of nitrogen (NOx) and carbon monoxide (CO) for existing steam
generation equipment are in excess of current available technology.

• Currently, the University Hospital supplements Ford Utilities Center's steam supply to
the North Campus.

Distribution

•

At current operating pressures, distribution piping size constraints limit the ability to
meet peak heating flow requirements to the North Campus
.
•.1
.....,.

Electrical Distribution
•

The North Campus Substation and its 12.47-kV distribution system was installed recently
in 1998.

•

The two North Campus distribution feeders are loaded beyond half of their combined
capacities. One feeder cannot accept full load if necessary due to failure or planned
outage of the other.

•

The single North Campus Substation transformer will need a full backup source.
Presently, the North Campus backup power source is the PNM-owned Indian Hospital
Substation, which can be used to feed all of the North Campus loads.

•

The Main/North substations will be interconnected as part of a project currently being
implemented by the Physical Plant. This will provide an adequate reliable source of
backup power for each campus in the event of a substation failure.
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•

The Main Campus distribution system is a 30-year-old, 4160-V system, which is in need
of replacement. The Main Campus substation is essentially at full capacity at this time,
given the need for one transformer to support the entire load in case of failure or planned
outage of the other.

•

All of the Main Campus distribution equipment and virtually all of the distribution
feeders are 40 years old. The feeders are beyond their expected useful life and are
located in tunnels, which are subject to flooding. Outages have occurred over the years.

Natural Gas Supply and Distribution
•

Natural gas is purchased on the transport market with distribution charges paid to Public
Service Company of New Mexico (PNM).

•

Gas pressure is supplied to the campus at 50 psig and must be compressed with an on-site
compressor to serve the Cogeneration Plant combustion turbine.

Energy Consumption Within Campus Buildings
•

Campus buildings average over 35 years of age.

•

Limited campus-wide energy conservation programs have been ineffective.

•

An energy management control system installed in the early 1970s has failed, is obsolete,
and cannot be repaired.

•

Most building energy systems are manually operated, resulting in many systems running
24 hours per day even while unoccupied.

•

Nearly all energy controls are pneumatic-based, using 50-year-old technology.

Growth Planning
Campus growth will directly affect the size and design of the utility systems considered
within this business plan. As a result, several sources were consulted to generate the forecast
of area growth that will directly impact the University's utility systems. Differences in
square footage projections illustrated in Graph 1 reflect that not all areas receive the same
utility services. The growth forecast is illustrated in Figure 1.
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Main Campus
This plan incorporates the growth concepts developed in the Campus Development Plan
(Barton Myers 1996). The projections for added square feet were reviewed with UNM's
Facility Planning Department. The final growth area was adjusted and inserted into this
business plan.

In summary, the growth plan assumes fairly homogeneous area additions across most of the
campus. The most notable change to the area served by the utility system will occur in the
northwest comer bounded by University Boulevard, Lomas Boulevard, and Las Lomas Road
(Precinct F). This ar~a is predominantly inhabited by sorority and fraternity housing. When
this area is reconstructed to contain administrative and academic buildings, it will be
necessary to extend the University utility services into the precinct coincident with the
construction. This scenario is provided in the business plan.
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Figure 1. Growth precincts for The University ofNew Mexico.
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North Campus
The Health Sciences Center Leadership Council is actively developing a growth plan for the
North Campus. This plan is more current and accurate than the Barton Myers plan and,
therefore, its projections were used in this business plan.
The North Campus growth plan includes building programs that will double the square feet of
inhabited space. Upon closer inspection, it was determined that only about half of the
planned new space will be connected to the University's central utility system. This reduced
utility burden has allowed for a smaller utility growth requirement, thereby reducing the
capital cost.
The North Campus growth plan includes building a hospital facility on the existing chilled
water plant site. A construction cost analysis was performed that indicated that refurbishing
the existing site was the lowest capital cost option. This business plan is flexible as to
whether a new plant is constructed and where it may be sited, but the incremental increase in
capital and life-cycle operating costs must be considered when the plant site is selected.

Engineering Solutions
Goals and Objectives
•

Provide adequate production and distribution capacity for present and near-term loads.

•

Provide adequate distribution capacity and plant expansion capability to incrementally
accommodate future planned loads.

•

Provide single-failure redundancy (i.e., equipment or system capable of complete backup
on failure of the largest single component) for major production and distribution systems.

•

Optimize the use of current campus assets to maximize, as much as possible, the potential
to self-fund improvements.

•

Improve utility system operating efficiencies and energy supply options in a manner that
maximizes the potential to self-fund the improvements.

A set of specific goals to realize these objectives have been developed as follows:
Chilled Water

•

Provide colder water to buildings.
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•

Replace outdated chilled water production equipment with new electric driven equipment
having adequate capacity. Specify- and select new chilled water production equipment on
lowest life-cycle cost basis.

•

Specify- new production equipment for colder water production.

•

Install new direct ouried piping systems to improve distribution capacity while
minimizing major modifications to piping in existing tunnel systems.

Power
•

Install additional on-site electric power generation equipment with a low heat rate
(efficiency) in flexible size increments whose generation costs favorably compare with
the costs of purchased electric power.

•

Convert the Main Campus electrical systems to a 12.47-kV distribution system with
feeders out of the utility tunnel system. (The Physical Plant currently has an "electrical
duct-bank project" under construction to accomplish this.)

•

Provide reliable backup power sources for the Health Sciences Center and the University
Hospital.

•

Provide substation capacity adequate to support planned growth.

•

Tie the Main Campus to the North Campus for backup. (This effort is being conducted
by the Physicm Plant as part of the "electrical duct-bank project.")

•

Remove eXIstmg unused and outdated steam generation capacity and replace with
equipment that uses improved control technology for improved air quality and thermal
efficiency.

•

Raise distribution pressure to provide increased capacity in the existing piping system,
which will delay the need to replace piping.
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Steam

Natural Gas
•

Provide adequate natural gas service to the campus to allow operation of combustion
turbines with minimal supplemental compression.
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Final Strategy Selection
The final strategy for the upgrades to the University infrastructure has evolved as a result of
an intense feasibility test of many ideas by the management team. Although the individual
system components are be described separately, it is important to understand that they are
part of a comprehensive and integrated energy utility system strategy. The strategy can best
be described in terms of infrastructure categories and system components.

Infrastructure Categories
Ford Utilities Center

The existing Ford Utilities Center will be reconstructed as a comprehensively modified
District Energy System Production facility. This facility will include a 4,000-ton, all-electric
(12.47-kV) chilled water plant in a direct primary configuration. It will be fitted with new
pumps and refurbished cooling towers. Space will be provided to add 2,000 tons of future
capacity. Pumps and piping will be sized to allow the full 6,000 tons to be delivered to
campus if necessary. In addition, Boiler #5 will be retained and refurbished with new burners
and controls, and an additional 100,000 lblhr new boiler will be installed for primary service.
Space will be provided for a future boiler. A 500-kw diesel generator will provide
emergency black start capability.
Two nominal4-MW gas turbine generators with heat recovery boilers will be installed. The
cogenerated steam will supplement the capacity provided by the conventional boilers. Space
will be provided for a future third cogeneration unit. A high~pressure gas line will be
extended from the PNM distribution system to Ford Utilities Center to service the
cogeneration gas turbines; gas compressors will provide the proper final pressure. The
cogenerated electricity will be fully consumed within the campus. Additional electric power
needs will be purchased from PNM during the near term. When electric restructuring allows
competitive procurement for preferred suppliers, PNM will become a potential supplier
among others who will compete for UNM's electrical requirements.
New East Chilled Water Plant

A 4,000-ton, all-electric (12.47-kV) East Plant will be constructed near the Olympic Pool and
will be connected to the existing chilled water service in the tunnel system utilizing direct
buried piping.
North Campus Chilled Water Plant

The existing North Plant will be refurbished with 4,000 tons of electric (12.47-kV) chillers,
new pumps, and refurbished cooling towers. Space will be provided to add 2,000 tons of
future firm capacity. Pumps and piping will be sized to allow the full 6,000 tons to be
Revised Executive Summary - October 2000
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delivered to campus if necessary. Extensive new and upgraded tunnel piping will allow the
plant to serve the new North Campus growth.

Health Sciences Service Building (HSSB) Chilled Water Plant
The existing HSSB Plant will be provided with an additional, new 1,000-ton electric (480-V)
chiller and additional direct buried piping connections to the tunnel system. These additions
will allow the HSSB Plant to serve new North Campus growth in parallel with the North
Plant and to provide backup service to the University Hospital.

ChiDed Water Distribution Interface
All air-handling unit chilled water coils in buildings currently connected to the chilled water
system will be converted to two-way modulating control. Building pumps will be
decommissioned, and interface control valves will be removed. It is anticipated that six
buildings will require booster pumps.

ChiDed Water Distribution
New direct buried piping will allow the new Main Campus East Plant to serve the cooling
loads in parallel with the refurbished Ford Utilities Center. A combination of new direct
buried piping, upgraded existing tunnel piping, and new shallow tunnel piping will allow the
refurbished North Plant and the upsized HSSB Plant to serve the North Campus load in
parallel. Future growth in Precinct F will require a direct buried chilled water service from
Ford. Future growth in Precinct H will be served from within that precinct.

Electric Distribution
Currently, the University is constructing a new 12.47-kV duct-bank system on Mcin Campus
as a first step toward upgrading the old 4160-V system to 12.47-kV. Also in design is a new
115-kV to 12.47-kV substation that includes a single 30 mega volt-amp transformer and a
new line-up of IS-kV double-ended switchgear for serving all existing and future Main
Campus buildings, as well as the existing and future North Plant chiller loads. This project
will also provide a new interconnect feeder between North and Main Campus Substations.
These projects, along with re-feeding the University Hospital directly from the North
Substation, will solve all of the existing system deficiencies.
New distribution feeders from the upgraded substations can accommodate the addition of
new electric chiller capacity and future building growth. System redundancy will be
provided with a second Main-North Campus interconnect feeder.
In case of a utility power failure, the maximum output of the cogeneration units would likely
be unable to provide electrical power to support the entire Main and North campus electric
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loads. A load-shedding scheme must be implemented to allow the cogeneration units to
operate without dropping off line due to an overload condition. An intelligent load-shedding
scheme will be designed that monitors total load versus cogen output capacity, and sheds preprogrammed least-critical loads upon loss of PNM power. Load shedding would be
accomplished by tripping off certain 12.47-kV circuit breakers at both the Main Campus and
North Campus Substations. Once the remaining load is stabilized at less than cogen capacity,
additional loads could be brought back on line as required to utilize the maximum cogen
output.
Steam
All future steam generation will be located at Ford Utilities Center. The hospital has an
independent plant. To serve expected growth in the Health Sciences area, the steam pressure
in the two 40 psig systems serving that area will be increased to approximately 120 psig.
This will provide the quantity and temperature required for use in North Campus processes.
Future capacity for Precinct F will be served from Ford Utilities Center; Precinct H will be
served from within the precinct.
As the requirement for capacity builds, a third Ford boiler will be added at some point and the
Ford Boiler #5 will be retired as it ages beyond expected service life.

Natural Gas
To serve the cogeneration of electricity at Ford Utilities Center, a high-pressure gas line will
be installed from the intersection of Yale Boulevard and Avenida Cesar Chavez to Ford
Utilities Center, where a set of electric-driven gas compressors will deliver the gas to the
cogeneration plant at the correct pressure. This project will require coordination with PNM
for its installation.
~:

Energy Conservation Opportunities
Implementing these "demand-side" energy conservation projects will both reduce the need
for installed plant capacity and improve the efficiency of the University's energy
consumption. The capital cost requirements for these elements of the business plan are well
justified by energy savings and assist in providing for overall financial feasibility of the
comprehensive project. These projects are incorporated into the pro forma analysis. The
recommended measures include the following:
•

Place chilled water building-pumps out of service and utilize variable speed
supplementary pumping where necessary and economically justified.

•

Retrofit campus lighting with new, high-efficiency lighting, and install occupancy
sensors where applicable.
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•

Install variable air volume retrofits of heating, refrigerating, and air-conditioning systems
in selected buildings.

•

Install and commission a North and Main campus-wide Energy Management and Control
System.

•

Replace existing pneumatic controls with new direct digital controls to allow complex
and continuous control of energy systems in the buildings.

Total Resufting Energy Loads
When the utility systems are converted to all-electric chilling with the addition of more
cogenerated steam and electricity, the profile of procured energy and the production of steam
and electricity will change. In Year 3 of the plan, the production of steam will drop
precipitously when the steam-driven chillers are replaced. Also in Year 3, the total chilled
water supplies will increase as sufficient capacity is installed to serve the current cooling
capability deficit; the generation of additional electricity will reduce the amount of purchased
electricity. In Years 3 through 5, the total amount of electricity consumption will decrease
due to implementation of the energy conservation projects. In plan Year 4 and beyond, the
campus growth drives the increased use of energy. These concepts are illustrated in Graphs 2
and 3.
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Project Phasing
Depending on the availability of funds, the academic construction priorities, the physical
construction possibilities, and the University procurement regulations, the projects proposed
in this analysis may be combined into one large project or implemented individually. It is
beneficial to pre-purchase major items of equipment to facilitate delivery and scheduling and
to enhance low-cost procurement. The scenario described in the Implementation section
below assumes that the University pre-purchases all chillers and releases them into
production as needed for the individual phases. To ensure adequate chilled water production
for the Main Campus when Ford Utilities Center is demolished and rebuilt, the new East
Plant will be the first project constructed. Once the East Plant is serving chilled water to the
campus, work will begin on Ford Utilities Center chilled water, steam, and cogeneration subprojects.
The addition of chilling capacity at the Health Science Services Building chilling plant can
begin on a schedule independent of the Main Campus utility projects. It is necessary to have
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the HSSB plant addition fully operational prior to refurbishing the existing North Campus
chilling plant.

Utility Assessment Model & Pro Forma Analysis
To provide a comprehensive tool from which informed strategies could be generated,
a 20-year utility assessment model was developed that incorporated engineering data from
GLHN Architects & Engineers and Texas A&M University Energy Service Lab. Using this
model, a variety of scenarios were evaluated through the manipulation of various inputs such
as inflation rates, energy cost escalations, projected campus growth, implementation of
energy conservation programs, and budgetary constraints.
Based on the above inputs, two scenarios were developed and evaluated. The first scenario
("Base Case") is based on maintaining the current energy utility systems technologies, while
the second scenario contemplates a replacement utility system. The Base Case or "Do
Nothing" Scenario is not a viable option, however, due to the age and condition of UNM's
current energy infrastructure.
The Systems Renewal Scenario was developed to address the current energy systems
2
deficiencies. This scenario was prepared under a particular set of assumptions and
incorporates the specific technological solution identified by GLHN. The technological
solution suggested by the GLHN engineers transfers the current heavy reliance on purchased
electricity to energy systems that rely on natural gas as their primary fuel input. Under this
set of assumptions, the total estimated construction cost for the project is $52,691,993.
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Graph 4 (Purchased Energy Costs) demonstrates the escalation in purchased energy costs
over the modeled period. The crst to purchase energy, a key component, will continue to
escalate due to anticipated increases. in real energy prices and general price inflation. The
Energy Information Administration's (EIA) long-term projections were relied upon including
an additional 2.5% increase for general price inflation. The EIA price forecast has been
adjusted to reflect the recent, rapid increase in natural gas prices. Increases in the price for
natural gas are expected to be higher than increases for purchased of electricity during the
first few years of the modeled scenarios (2001 - 2005). After Year 5, however, the increases
in the cost of natural gas begin to parallel the increases for electricity.
The Systems Renewal Scenario modeling allows interrogation of the long-term fiscal
implications of the engineering performance associated with the proposed infrastructure.
Graph 5 (Purchased and Self-Generated Electric Costs) illustrates the savings analogous with
self-generated versus purchased kilowatt-hours (kWh). Year 3 marks substantial electricity

2

Due to the unpredictable nature of future costs, revenues, and growth patterns, many variable assumptions were also
incorporated in the model to permit manipulation of input data.
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cost savings associated with the availability of new self-generated electricity capacity. The
forecast for the cost per kWh of purchased electricity remains unchanged from the EIA
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forecast contained in the previous graph. The increase in cost per kWh of self-generated
electricity (in Year 3) is due to debt service associated with the cost of implementing the new
energy facilities. The new generation has lower operation, maintenance, and fuel costs per
kWh than the existing self-generation facilities; however, the debt service on the new
facilities increases costs above the existing facilities costs. Despite the debt service, the
average overall cost to provide for the University's electricity requirements sees a dramatic
reduction (reduced from almost 5 cents to 4.3 cents per kWh) in Year 3.
By incorporating forecasts of energy use and utility system performance into the model, it can
provide information allowing assessment of financial feasibility and financing alternatives by
creating a pro forma financial statement. This pro forma was used to identifY revenue
requirements and present financial data crucial to project decision-making. The pro forma
states that the impacts of utility systems change in terms of annual financial performance
through an income statement. The basic outputs that are considered by the pro forma are
Total Revenue, Total Operating Expenses, Operating Income, Debt Service, and Net Cash
Flow.
Revenues are assumed based on present funding levels. Currently, the budget under the
Commission on Higher Education (CRE) funding formula provides The University of New
Mexico with $6.8 million per year for purchased energy (i.e., Main and North campus,
excluding the Hospital). Under the funding formula this budget is expected to increase with
square footage expansions, but it will not necessarily increase due to electricity and natural
gas price inflation. This funding is represented by the "Projected Funding Formula Energy
Cost Budget Line" represented in Graph 6. The purchased energy costs for the Base Case
Scenario are reflected by the line on Graph. 6, beginning at $6.8 million in Year 1 and
reaching more than $17 million to operate in year 20. Given forecasts of energy prices over
the next 20 years, it is assumed (unrealistically) that existing technology will be used to
satisfY campus energy demand growth. Assuming the current level of legislative funding
with increases based on square footage growth, this Scenario implies "unfunded" purchased
energy costs will total $76.2 million over the next 20 years. The CRE formula-fundedbudget will provide an estimated total of $170.6 million to fund energy purchases, but Base
Case estimates of purchased energy requirements suggest expenditures of $246.8 million.
Thus, an approximately $76.2 million shortfall in funding of purchased energy requirements
is forecasted.
With the switch to more efficient technologies under the Systems Renewal Scenario, the cost
savings of purchased energy are anticipated to be $105.8 million as compared to the Base
Case Scenario (see Graph 6). Note that actual energy cost expenditures are increased in the
first two years of the Systems Renewal Scenario above the Base Case forecast. This results
in a shortfall during the first two years of funding for energy purchases in the Systems
Renewal Scenario, when compared to either the Base Case or CRE Funding Formula funding
levels, amounting to $2.4 million (as a result of increased natural gas prices). If these savings
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are actually "realized" against the CHE formula funding, actual savings will be provided
amounting to $29.6 million by implementing the Systems Renewal Scenario. These
"realized" savings, coupled with other funding and conservation programs, would be used to
help offset a portion of the debt service associated with the implementation of the proposed
new utility facilities.
Graph 6
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.The pro forma for the Systems Renewal Scenario also considers requirements for an annual
payment to fund major maintenance and required system capacity expansions through capital
project additions (anticipated to be approximately $14.7 million) as presented in this
Scenario. However, these expenditures do not address the requirement for funding of capital
renewal associated with depreciation of facilities (including the new equipment) through its
expected useful life. Further, it is the historic absence of such funding that can be identified
as the reason the UNM utility systems require the major capital investments that are now
being contemplated. Currently, no accrual fund exists to meet these major maintenance
expenditure requirements.
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eliminated with the replacement of existing systems. However, as the new facilities begin to
age, major maintenance will become necessary.
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It is concluded that major UNM budgetary policy modifications (to include labor, operating,
and maintenance costs) and capital expenditures are necessary for the implementation and
success of the Systems Renewal Scenario. Under the structure presented, it is proposed that
approximately $56.9 million dollars in tax-exempt bonds be issued to finance the capital
projects under the Systems Renewal Scenario and to generate the cash flow necessary to
support and maintain a new energy infrastructure. The bond issue assumes that the project
costs will be net of interest earnings; therefore, the debt issuance will need only fund
$48,826,413 to complete the project over a 6-year construction period (with the balance of
the $52.7 construction costs provided from interests earnings on bond proceeds held until
their required disbursement).

Graph 7 presents a summary of operating expenses, total operating revenues, and the cash
balances available to satisfy extraordinary expense requirements. The operating eXpenses
Graph 7
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include normal utility operating and maintenance expenses, debt service payment obligations,
and anticipated major maintenance and capacity expansion capital project expenditures (i.e.,
anticipated utility service capacity additions not included in the initial construction activities).
The graph demonstrates the matching of debt service to available operating revenues, and the
requirement for maintenance of cash balances to be carried forward to meet anticipated
expenditures
Based on the forecasted cash flows generated from the pro forma Income Statement (which
incorporates the bond issuance mentioned above), a Net Present Value (NPV) analysis was
performed for this scenario.
The positive result of $8.2 million recommends the
implementation of this strategy. Indeed, the project's performance allows retirement of
bonds in less than 15 years
The energy conservation and financial conclusions from this study are summarized below.

Results of the Systems Renewal Scenario
•

9.8%
22.0%
37%

Percen

•
•
•
•

10% discount rate

$8173937
$56,945,000

Project Funding
The total construction costs of $52.7 million are to be funded through issuance of bonds by
the University of New Mexico. Pending required approvals, in early 2001 approximately
$40.0 million of the total financing package is to be issued to fund the project disbursements
for the primary design and construction activities through the first three years of the project.
In 2005 a second bond package will be issued which will fmance the balance of the project
costs. This second issue is currently planned in the amount of$16.9 million, but the final
issue amount will be determined when all project costs and expenses are known (i.e., in
2004).3
The University will issue variable rate bonds of up to 25-year maturity. The average bond
life is expected to be 14.3 years, and will be retired as rapidly as project cash flows allow,

Provided current market conditions the aggregate bond issue, including all costs, would be he total bond amount
is $56.9 million, including all underwriting and issuance costs. With the issue of the second bond package there is
also opportunity to convert some (or all) of the initial issue bonds to fixed rate debt. The University may find such
conversion advantageous for a variety of financial reasons, but is not obligated to do so.

3
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with nearly two-thirds of the total financed project costs being repaid exclusively from
realized energy savings.4 The structure of the repayment schedule for the bonds is established
to match available cash flows. Therefore, project-operating income (including debt service
obligations) is projected to be approximately $0 in nearly all of the 20 years of modeled
operations. S

Implementation
This business plan contains several major infrastructure construction projects and many
smaller energy conservation construction projects. The energy conservation projects will
require a substantial amount of planning and coordination with many University departments.
Because they involve working inside the buildings where administration and academic
schedules must be considered, they will be planned and implemented after the approval of
this plan.
The infrastructure projects discussed at length earlier in this document are presented in a
schedule below where the timing and overlapping relationships can been seen. The
construction draw amounts are overlaid upon the schedule in amounts as contained within the
Systems Renewal Scenario financing section.
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It is recommended that the University procure through its normal processes a "design-build"
contractor who will provide all labor, materials, and other services to both design and
construct a single, public project. The contract between the University and the design-build
contractor will allow for refinements in scope and price without invalidating the contract.
This potentially simplifies the management aspects of the project and centralizes University
control by providing a single responsible party for design, construction, schedule, and cost.
The most critical aspect will be to ensure that the utility systems function efficiently and
reliably as an integrated energy system. Without this performance result, the economic
benefits are not maximized and operating results may fall short of those projected in the pro
forma schedule.
As illustrated in Schedule 1 below, the Main Campus East Chiller Plant must be constructed
prior to beginning the renovation of the other infrastructure systems. The goal is to have this
The total projected debt service cost is $87.8 million. The project Pro Forma anticipates required major
maintenance and capital project capacity additions expenditures of $14.6 million over the 20-year projection period
(I.e., in addition to the initial capital project costs), which will be directly funded by contributions from the
University budget. Additional contributions from the University in the amount of $33 million, distributed over each
of the 20 years of the project, are required to meet debt service requirements not provided by projected energy costs
savings.
5 The Pro Forma provides for carried-forward cash balances throughout the project, however, these funds serve as
a limited cash reserve necessary to insure project viability, and are diminished through time reflecting prudent
financing practices.
4
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additional capacity available coincident with the completion of the University's Student
Union Building renovation project. Completion of the East Chiller Plant will assist in
expediting the entire infrastructure renewal process. In Year 1 of the plan, the project will
draW' approximately $17.3 million from the bonds to allow engineering, design, construction
mobilization, and equipment orders to be placed.
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Schedule 1. Project Schedule.

Approval and Financing Schedule
The approval processes should be expedited to allow the planning, design, and funding of the
projects to meet certain schedules. A proposed approval process for the year 2000 is
described below.
June 20:

Lobo Energy Board approves the business plan. Select Request For Proposal
(RFP) consultant.

July 1:

Issue pre-qualification request for design-build firms.

Aug 1:

Select qualified design-build firms. Issue proposals on August 13 and close the
process on August 21.

Aug. 11:

Request the Finance & Facilities Committee's planning approval for
infrastructure renewal projects. Request bond and project approval for the East
Chilled Water Plant in September and October, respectively.

Aug. 12:

Request the Board of Regents' planning approval for infrastructure renewal
projects. Request bond and project approval for the East Chilled Water Plant in
September and October, respectively.

Aug. 13:

Issue design-build RFP.

Aug. 15:

Present infrastructure plan to the Campus Planning Committee.
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Aug. 21:

Close the design-build RFP period.

Sept. 1:

Select the design-build contractor. Begin schematic design of the East Chilled
Water Plant.

Sept. 11:

Request the Finance & Facilities Committee's bond approval for entire
infrastructure project.

Sept. 12:

Request the Board of Regents' bond approval for entire infrastructure project.
Submit agenda items to the Commission on Higher Education.

Oct. 2:

Request the Finance &
infrastructure project

Oct. 10:

Request the Board of Regents' project approval for the entire infrastructure
project.

Oct. 11:

Present the infrastructure renewal plan to the Facilities Committee of the
Commission On Higher Education as an informational item.

Oct. 12:

Present the infrastructure renewal plan to the full Commission On Higher
Education as an informational item.

Nov. 6:

Present the financing proposal to the Finance and Facilities Committee of the
UNM Board of Regents for approval.

Nov. 9:

Present the infrastructure renewal plan to the full Commission On Higher
Education for approval.

Nov. 14:

Present the financing proposal to the UNM Board of Regents for approval.

Nov 14:

Present the infrastructure renewal and financing plans to the State Board of
Finance as an informational item.

Dec. 12:

Present the infrastructure renewal and financing plans to the State Board of
Finance for approval.

Facilities Committee's approval for the entire

Utilities Department Role
This plan recommends that the Utilities Department continue to provide traditional utility
services to the campus areas. Its area of responsibilities should be expanded so that
interdependent utility matters and the flow of utility funds can be managed from a central
department. In addition to operating and maintaining utility equipment, it should also
become responsible for managing the procurement of energy and the regulatory affairs
associated with the energy issues.
When this business plan is implemented, most utility systems will be renewed through a
series of construction projects over a period of several years. These sweeping changes will
require additional effort and capabilities within the Utilities Department. Personnel will be
challenged to continue to serve the campus utility needs while participating in the design and
construction of the projects during this period. New skills will be required, new operating
and maintenance procedures will be developed, and financial and administrative changes will
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be required within the Physical Plant Department, the Utilities Department, and likely,
elsewhere within UNM.

Lobo Energy Role
Transition Management. To assist with these changes, this business plan proposes that Lobo
Energy become a transitional management services consultant to the Utilities Department. It
will assist with obtaining the resources needed and developing new capabilities to efficiently
manage energy procurement, regulatory management, and new operating and maintenance
requirements associated with the construction projects.
Project Management. This plan proposes that Lobo Energy act as the Project Manager for
conducting the infrastructure upgrade and energy conservation projects. Lobo Energy will
manage the University'S procurement of contracting, engineering, design, construction, and
commissioning services related to the projects. This central responsibility will allow
coordination among all related University departments (i.e., Department of Facility Planning,
Physical Plant Department, Utilities Department, Budget Office, and others).
Service Agreements. The current Interim Services Agreement between Lobo Energy and
UNM will terminate with the Agreement's revenue concepts reverting to the benefit of the
Utilities Department. The CIMMS Lease Agreement between Lobo Energy and UNM will
terminate at the end of the construction period, with the responsibilities and obligations
reverting to the Utilities Department.
Lobo Energy will discharge its new duties by means of two agreements:
•

Infrastructure Project Management Services Agreement
For the benefit of the Utilities Department, Lobo Energy will manage the Request For
Proposal, as well as the contracting and negotiation phases of the projects. It will also
manage the engineering, design, and construction for the projects. Project management
and funds disbursement will be provided under Lobo Energy's authority. Compensation
will be at a rate of2% of total costs.

•

Transition Management Services Agreement
Lobo Energy will provide management support services to the Utilities Department to
assist in enhancing its ability to create and retain economic benefits as follows:
1. Lobo Energy will provide energy management services by developing natural gas
and electricity procurement procedures and analytical tools to reduce cost;
developing an electricity generation plan to integrate gas and electricity procurement
with maintenance outages to reduce overall cost of energy; and developing and
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coordinating procedures to monitor building energy use to ensure that consumption is
minimized while full services are provided.
2. Lobo Energy will provide regulatory management services by analyzing rate case
economics, providing expert testimony, providing legal interventions where
appropriate, and providing inter- and intra-state tariff analysis and federal
transmission services analysis.
3. Lobo Energy will assist the Utilities Department with developing and implementing
the following: standardized departmental procedures; the ability to analyze and
balance energy production with energy prices and demand; procedures to control the
operation of production equipment to minimize overall energy costs; and training
requirements.
4. Lobo Energy will assist the Utilities Department with implementing a formal,
integrated maintenance management system consisting of an inventory and
procurement system, preventive and corrective maintenance system, and an effective
work hour reporting system. It will also assist with developing and implementing
standardized departmental procedures and coordinating maintenance outages with
operational requirements.
Compensation by the Utilities Department will provide reimbursement to Lobo Energy for
management labor and resources at a rate intended only to cover actual costs. This business
plan assumes that the transition activities will be successfully completed in plan Year 5. The
need for Lobo Energy's continued management activities will be reviewed at that time.

Conclusion
The University's utility infrastructure can be upgraded and improved by implementing the
technical solutions provided within this business plan.
The result of the plan's
implementation will be a renewed and expanded production capacity and additional
distribution capability to relieve current constraints and to provide the ability to expand the
campus to meet the 20-year Master Campus Development Plan.
The infrastructure upgrade projects will be partially funded, nearly two-thirds,from the
energy savings created by implementing this business plan. The efficiency gains achieved by
replacing the inefficient utility equipment, combined with the energy consumption reductions
due to the implementation of the energy conservation projects, will provide operating income
sufficient to service nearly two-thirds of the debt. The total capital project requirements will
be approximately $52.7 million. The project bonds will have an average life of 14.3 years
and will be retired as quickly as project cash flows allow. The resulting net present value of
the 20-year net income stream will be approximately $8.2 million.
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In addition to the obvious fmancial benefits discussed above, this plan provides the ability for
the University to internally implement a very large capital project without being substantially
dependent upon other outside sources for project funding. The University retains the ability
to control risks associated with financial performance by controlling its own utility services
and generating the necessary income to serve the debt. A further challenge, however, will be
to retain and safeguard any excess energy savings in a utilities sinking fund that will provide
for major maintenance and future capital renewal projects. These funds should be dedicated
solely to utility infrastructure projects.
In summary, this business plan solves the physical and many of the financial challenges of
reliably serving properly conditioned building environments for the University's primary
mission of providing academic and research activities.
The infrastructure and energy conservation projects can begin as soon as the approval
processes are completed and funding is available. This plan anticipates that the approval
process can be completed prior to the end of the year 2000 with construction beginning early
in the year 2001. It is anticipated that the energy conservation projects will be substantially
complete within 3 years (2003). It further anticipates that the infrastructure projects will be
substantially complete in 4 years (2004) and fully complete 1 year later (2005).
This plan assumes that the University will obtain the approvals and financing to allow the
projects to proceed. Further, the plan assumes that the Utilities Division will eventually
become the management center for energy procurement, production, processing, and
distribution with the abilities to discharge the elements of this plan. The current University
management policies and p~actices may need to be adjusted to this new paradigm where
responsibility and authority are concentrated within an auxiliary enterprise. Lobo Energy will
playa central role as the project manager with the responsibility to ensure the construction is
conducted efficiently and ef(~ctively. Further, it will provide transitional management
services to the Utilities Department to assist it in managing the sweeping changes associated
with this utilities project.
The solutions to many of the University's utility system deficiencies are provided within this
business plan. The technical challenges are addressed and the funding has been identified to
solve them.
This business plan should be implemented as soon as the approvals can be obtained.
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EXHIBITF

•

The University of New Mexico
~Vhereas,

funds for capital expenditures at certain state public educational institutions and certain
public and post-secondary schools are necessary, as described in the 2000 Capital Projects
General Obligation Bond Act; and
Whereas. bond revenues are a traditional and practical source of funding to meet such needs; and
Whereas, the University of New Mexico and its branches would benefit from the $10 million
dollars in specific UNM projects, as well as participate in $5 million in statewide higher
education projects; and
Whereas, public television station KNME-TV would benefit from a share of$7.2 million to
begin its conversion to digital television which is necessary to meet an FCC mandate; and
Whereas, the :WOO Capital Projects General Obligation Bond Act will be on the November 7,
2000 generaJ election ballot in New Mexico and must be approved by the voters of the state for
the projects to be funded;

.:.

Now, therefore, be it resolved that the Board of Regents of the University of New Mexico
endorses and supports the $58.26 million state public educational capital improvement projects
question in the 2000 Capital Projects General Obligation Bond Act.

Larry D. Willard
President
UNM Board of Regents
October 10, 2000
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